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Abstract

Modern high-energy particle accelerators and synchrotron light sources demand smaller

and smaller beam emittances in order to achieve higher luminosity or better bright-

ness. For light particles such as electrons and positrons, radiation damping is a nat-

ural and effective way to obtain low emittance beams. However, the quantum aspect

of radiation introduces random noise into the damped beams, yielding equilibrium

emittances which depend upon the design of a specific machine.

In this dissertation, we attempt to make a complete analysis of the process of

radiation damping and quantum excitation in various accelerator systems, such as

bending magnets, focusing channels and laser fields. Because radiation is formed

over a finite time and emitted in quanta of discrete energies, we invoke the quantum

mechanical approach whenever the quasiclassical picture of radiation is insufficient.

We show that radiation damping in a focusing system is fundamentally different

from that in a bending system. Quantum excitation to the transverse dimensions is

absent in a straight, continuous focusing channel, and is exponentially suppressed in a

focusing-dominated ring. Thus, the transverse normalized emittances in such systems

can in principle be damped to the Compton wavelength of the electron, limited only

by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. In addition, we investigate methods of rapid

damping such as radiative laser cooling. We propose a laser-electron storage ring

(LESR) where the electron beam in a compact storage ring repetitively interacts with

an intense laser pulse stored in an optical resonator. The laser-electron interaction

gives rise to rapid cooling of electron beams and can be used to overcome the space

charge effects encountered in a medium energy circular machine. Applications to the

designs of low emittance damping rings and compact x-ray sources are also explored.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A particle beam is characterized by a set of quantifying parameters being either

constants of motion or functions varying from point to point along a beam transport

line. The parameters may be a single particle property like the betatron function

which applies to all particles within a beam, or quantities that are defined only for a

collection of particles like the beam emittance. While the betatron function depends

upon the focusing structure of the beam transport line and can be altered by design,

the emittance is a measure of the beam's phase space volume and is a constant of

motion in the absence of nonlinear and dissipative effects. Together, they determine

the structure of the beam. For example, the spot size and the angular divergence of

a beam at a waist are given by

where J3x,y is the beta function at the waist, and eXtV is the beam emittance in the x

or the y direction.

To have useful applications, an accelerator must be able to deliver beams of small

spot size as well as small angular divergence. From Eq. (1.1), we see right away why

low emittance beams ("cold" beams) are always desired. One can start with a rela-

tively cold beam created from good particle sources such as RF guns. Alternatively,

one can "cool" the relatively "warm" beam during the beam transit by introducing

proper sources of dissipation into the accelerator system. Modern high-energy particle

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

accelerators and synchrotron light sources demand smaller and smaller beam emit-

tances to achieve higher luminosity or better brightness. Thus, the study of cooling

techniques to generate very low emittance particle beams is an increasingly important

subject in beam physics research.

For light particles such as electrons and positrons, radiative cooling is a natural

and effective way to achieve very low emittance beams. The study of radiative cooling

is of major practical importance in the design and construction of cyclic electron accel-

erators and, especially, electron and positron storage rings. It is well known that the

average effects of synchrotron radiation cause the emittances of the beam in all three

degrees of freedom to damp towards equilibria, limited only by the fluctuating nature

of quantum emissions. Thus, the equilibrium emittances achieved in a storage ring

are the balance between radiation damping and quantum excitation. A smaller equi-

librium emittance could be obtainable by reducing the rate of quantum excitation or

increasing the rate of radiation damping. What is the ultimate emittance obtainable

in a storage ring? The standard treatment of quantum excitation is quasiclassical,

based on the approximation that the time associated with the emission of radiation

quanta is short compared with the periods of the classical modes of oscillation in all

three degrees of freedoms. What would happen to the rate of quantum excitation

when this approximation is no longer valid? Is there any fast damping mechanism

to rapidly cool the electron or positron beams? Understanding and resolving these

problems constitute the core of this dissertation.

In this dissertation, we attempt to make a complete analysis of radiation damping

and quantum excitation in various accelerator systems, such as bending magnets, fo-

cusing channels and laser fields. Due to the quantum nature of radiation, we invoke

quantum mechanical approach whenever the quasiclassical picture of radiation is in-

sufficient. New results on radiative cooling in the presence of strong focusing fields

and intense laser pulses are obtained. Applications to the designs of low emittance

electron beams and bright x-ray sources are also discussed.

The structure of this dissertation is as follows: after this short introductory chap-

ter, Chapter 2 will introduce the fundamental concepts of phase space and beam
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emittance. Chapter 3 will describe the theory of radiation-both classical and quan-

tum mechanical. Chapter 4 will investigate in detail the different characteristics of

radiation damping and quantum excitation between bending systems and focusing

systems. A general treatment will be given based on quantum mechanical perturba-

tion theory when both focusing and bending forces are present. Chapter 5 will be

devoted to the discussion of laser-electron storage rings, where we apply radiative

laser cooling to damp or stabilize electron beams in order to generate low emittance

electrons or intense x-rays. Finally, Chapter 6 will draw conclusions based on the re-

sults obtained in this dissertation and lay out possible future work. A review on the

transverse dynamics in storage rings and a list of symbols can be found in Appendix

A and B.

We want to point out that the International System (MKS) is adopted in almost

all the equations of this dissertation, except when they are expressed in practical

units. Although the word "electron" is used most often in connection with radiation,

all the results derived for the electron apply equally well to the positron1. In fact,

many of these results can also be applied to any relativistic, charged particle with

proper substitutions of charge and mass. Finally, the references of this dissertation

are organized in alphabetical order in the Bibliography. When refered in the body of

the text, we follow the chronological order of the publications. Thus, the reference

numbers do not appear sequentially.

2For electrons, the charge e = -1.6022 x 10~19 C, and for positron, e = +1.6022 x 10~19 C.



Chapter 2

Beam Phase Space and Emittance

Emittance is a property of a distribution of particles in phase space. Its invariance

arises from the invariants of the underlying dynamical system. In a conservative

Hamiltonian system, the volume of phase space occupied by the beam is called the

emittance because it is invariant by the virtue of Liouville's theorem. In a conservative

linear system, the statistical definition of the RMS emittance is especially useful and is

invariant because it is related to the expectation value of the single particle invariant

action. In a damped linear system with random noise, which is the subject of this

dissertation, it can be shown that the stationary distribution is a Gaussian in phase

space. Thus, the RMS emittance is a good representation of the beam quality in such

a system as it gives a measure of standard deviations for a Gaussian beam.

2.1 Canonical Phase Space and the Distribution

Function

A beam of N particles is a system of 3JV degrees of freedom if the internal degrees

of freedom (like spin) can be neglected. The 3N coordinates <& are the components

of the coordinate vector rj(j = 1,..., N) of each particle. In the absence of friction

forces, the equations of motion can be written in the form of Hamilton:

f)T-f fiJ-f

+ i l7 r , Pi = z , i = l,...,3JV (2.1)
dpi %

4



CHAPTER 2. BEAM PHASE SPACE AND EMITTANCE 5

where the Hamiltonian H(qi,Pi,t) is a function of the coordinates <&, the conjugate

momenta p ,̂ and time t. If H does not explicitly depend on the time t, the Hamilto-

nian H is the total energy of the system that is invariant.

The canonical phase space is then the 6iV-dimensional space with the conjugate

coordinates qi,Pi(i = 1, ...,3N). The state of a beam at a time t is represented by

a point with coordinates qi(t),Pi(t) in the canonical phase space. As t increases, the

representative point generates a curve, called a phase trajectory.

When JV particles are identical and noninteracting, the same Hamiltonian H (q, p, t)

is sufficient to describe each individual particle in the 6-dimensional canonical phase

space (q,p). At a time t, the state of the beam is represented by the set of N points

Mj(t), where the point Mj corresponds to the particle j(j = 1,..., N).

The N particles form a beam only if the N points are clustered in a relatively

small volume of the 6-dimensional phase space. When N is large, the beam state can

be represented by a phase space distribution density f(q,P-,t) such that at time t the

number dN of representative points in an infinitesimal volume dqdp is given by:

dN = f(q(t),p(t),t)dqdp. (2.2)

In general, the distribution function f(q(t),p(t),t) explicitly depends on the time t

as the density does not stay constant at a particular point M(q,p).

2.2 Liouville's Theorem and the Vlasov Equation

In statistical mechanics, Liouville's theorem [50] applies to an ensemble of many

systems, each containing N particles [21]. It describes the conservation of density

of the ensemble in the 6iV-dimensional phase space and applies to systems of either

interacting or noninteracting particles.

In the context of beam physics, Liouville's theorem is applicable to a beam of par-

ticles when the interaction between particles is negligible, or when a particle interacts

more strongly with the collective fields of the other particles than with its nearest

neighbors [13]. In either case, the equations of motion for all particles are governed

by a single conservative Hamiltonian H(qilpi,t). These particles are represented by
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points with slightly different initial conditions in 6-dimensional phase space (q,p)

and follow Hamilton's equations

dH . dH . .
dp dq

One can view q and p as components of the velocity field v = (<j, p) at each

instant of time in the phase space. Similar to the condition of incompressible flow in

the fluid mechanics, the condition that phase space volume is preserved by the flow

is equivalent to the vanishing of the divergence of the velocity field:

dq op dpdq dqdp

which is automatically satisfied as a consequence of Hamilton's equations. Thus, the

infinitesimal volume dqdp is invariant in a conservative (time dependent or indepen-

dent) Hamiltonian system. Since two particles having the same initial conditions

must have exactly the same trajectory in phase space determined by the Hamilton's

equations, it follows that the only way for two trajectories to meet at a given time is

for them to coincide for all time. It is then clear that the number of particles within

the volume remains constant because a particle initially inside can never get out the

boundary which is formed by surrounding particles. From Eq. (2.2), we deduce that

the phase space distribution function f(q(t),p(t),t) is invariant as one follows the

motion of the system. More precisely, the density at the point M(t) is equal to the

density at the transformed point M{i!) at another time t':

'). (2.5)

Or equivalently

df Of df. df
dt at dq op

Eq. (2.6) is called the Vlasov equation [13].

With the use of Eq. (2.3), we can put Eq. (2.6) in the form

dt dt dq dp dp dq

= dtf + [f,H]
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where [/, H] is the Poisson bracket. If the system is completely integrable, the trans-

formation to action-angle variables

(g,p)-»(<fcJ) (2.8)

can be found, in which the actions J are all invariant that do not involving time

explicitly. Then the stationary distribution (dtf = 0) must be a function of these

invariant actions J [37].

2.3 Beam Emittance

Liouville's theorem allows one to characterize a beam of N particles by measuring the

phase space volume it occupies. In a conservative Hamiltonian system, this volume

is invariant.

Neglecting mutual interactions and coupling between the three coordinates of a

particle, one can divide the 6-dimensional phase space into three separate 2-dimensional

phase spaces: horizontal (x and px), vertical (y and py) and longitudinal (s and

5 = AE/E). The beam phase space volume is then projected onto each degree of

freedom as the beam phase space areas. The horizontal beam emittance ex is usually

defined considering the (x,x' = dx/ds) phase space, instead of the (x,px) canonical

phase space because x' represents the angular divergence of the particle.

From Appendix A, a particle in a conservative linear system follows an ellipse in

the (x,x') phase space characterized by the Courant-Synder invariant W. Represen-

tative points of particles with the same Courant-Synder invariant, but with different

phases, are on the same ellipse at time t. Different ellipses correspond to different

Courant-Synder invariants. The area (usually divided by n) of the ellipse that en-

closes all or 95 % of the particles in its interior is then defined as the horizontal

emittance ex
l. It is also the product of the two semi-axes of the ellipse. If the ellipse

is upright, its axes coincide with the x and x' axes. The two semi-axes are half the

beam size Ax and the beam divergence Arc' respectively. For a uniformly distributed
1Sometimes the emittance defined in the (x,x') phase space is called the geometric emittance.
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beam enclosed by an envelope ellipse described by the Courant-Synder invariant Wo,

the horizontal beam emittance is simply given by

ex = WQ. (2.9)

Similarly, one can define the emittance for the vertical and the longitudinal dimen-

sions.

The emittance defined in the (x, x') phase space is not an invariant when acceler-

ation is involved. To obtain the Liouville invariant phase space area, we should use

the conjugate momentum px instead of x'

px = mpcfijx', (2.10)

where mp is the particle mass, 7 is the kinetic energy of the particle in units of its

rest energy mpc
2, and

1 i~

(2.11)

is the velocity of the particle in units of the speed of light c. Thus, the normalized

emittance defined by

en
x = p-yex (2.12)

is an invariant of the beam in a Hamiltonian system, independent of the accelera-

tion. As (3y increases proportionally to the particle momentum px, the emittance e

decreases as l/px. This is called "adiabatic damping". Because the transverse mo-

mentum px is not changed during the acceleration, while the total momentum p is

changed, the transverse angle x' = px/p becomes smaller and the geometric emittance

becomes smaller.

2.4 RMS Emittance

When the particle distribution is not uniform, the above definition of emittance as

the area of the phase space region containing a certain fraction of the total particles
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suffers from the arbitrariness of the chosen fraction and the chosen boundary. An

unambiguous and widely used definition of the beam emittance is based on the sta-

tistical point of view. Let us consider the two-dimensional (x, x') phase space: given

an arbitrary but normalized distribution function f(x,x') with f f(x,x')dxdx' = 1,

we define moments of the beam distribution

(x) — / xf(x, x')dxdx', (x1) — I x'f(x, x')dxdx',

a2
x = f(x - (x))2f(x,x')dxdx', a2

xl = I\x' - {x'))2f(x,x')dxdx',

eXx> = f(x-(x})(x'-{x'))f(x,x')dxdx', (2.13)

where ox and ax> are RMS beam widths. Then the definition of the RMS beam

emittance is given by [12]

a^-a^. (2.14)

The computational advantage of such a statistical definition of the emittance is

self-explanatory. More importantly, the particular form of the RMS emittance is

ultimately related to the dynamical invariant of a linear system. From Appendix A,

a general linear equation of motion in two-dimensional (x, x') phase space is an ellipse

that is characterized by an invariant action J. The canonical transformation from

(x,x') to the action-angle variables (J, <p) is given by Eq. (A.24):

X = A I COS <fi,

where f3x(s) is the betatron function that satisfies Eq.(A.23), and p0 is the reference

particle momentum. From Section 2.2, the stationary distribution is a function of the

action J only, and hence we can write

f{x,x') = f(J) with ff{J,(j))dJd(j) = l. (2.16)
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Let us define the expectation value of J to be

(J)= I Jf(J,ct>)dJd(l), (2.17)

then we have

(x) = / xf(x, x')dxdx' = / W cos (pf(J)dJd(f) = 0 = (xf),

a2 = / x2f(x,x')dxdx' — I -cos2 <f)f{J)dJd(j) = f3x^—^-, (2.18)
J J Po Po
f - f 2J ( 1 \ 2 ^

al' — / {x')2f{x,x')dxdxr = / ——1 sin cf) — -j5'x cos <j) I f(J)dJd(f>

(2.19)

/

/" 2J / 1 \

xx'f(x, x')dxdx' = / — cos </> I sin ^ — -f3'x cos (/> I f(J)dJdcf)
J Po V ^ /

= ^ — , (2.20)
2 Po

from which we obtain the RMS emittance
(2.21)

where W is the Courant-Snyder invariant and is equal to the area of the ellipse in

the phase space (x,x') over n. Thus, the RMS emittance defined by Eq.(2.14) is

independent of s under linear transformation. For a uniform distribution in J, the

RMS emittance is just a quarter of the area (divided by n) of the largest ellipse, which

is the definition of the beam emittance in Section 2.32. More importantly, Eq. (2.21)

allows us to obtain the RMS emittance for an arbitrary stationary distribution.

From Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19), the RMS beam widths are given by

r m s ' l + ^ - . (2.22)

When acceleration is involved in the linear system and po is no longer a constant, we

can define a normalized RMS emittance as

?ms = /57erms = $&- (2.23)

2Sometimes, a factor of 4 is attached to Eq. (2.14) for this reason.
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Therefore, the normalized RMS emittance is related to the expectation value of the

single particle action over the beam distribution through Eq. (2.23). It is invariant in

a linear system because of the invariance of the underlying dynamical system, namely,

the invariant action.

Accelerator systems are designed to be linear or nearly-linear, thus the RMS

definition of the emittance is particularly useful in characterizing the distribution

of particles in phase space. However, since the RMS emittance is not necessarily

representative of the phase space area, a curved line in the phase space has a null

area but a nonzero RMS emittance. In addition, the RMS emittance is no longer

invariant under nonlinear forces and filamentation processes even though the "true"

phase space area is still conserved for the Hamiltonian system. Care is also needed

when distributions have long tails because RMS emittance may overestimate the

spread of the core distribution.

2.5 Beam Cooling and the Stationary Beam State

By cooling, we mean circumvention of Liouville's theorem, i.e., the reduction of the

phase space region occupied by a beam of particles through non-Hamiltonian dissipa-

tive forces. Such manipulations of beam phase space usually introduce random noise

to the system. This noise tends to diffuse the particles in phase space and prevent any

further reduction of the phase space region when the cooling rate balances the dif-

fusion rate. In the development of charged particle accelerators, different techniques

have been adapted for different species of particles to take advantage of their unique

properties. Stochastic and electron cooling are two standard methods to obtain small

emittance proton beams. Laser cooling of ions has provided beams of the lowest tem-

perature. Ionization cooling has been proposed to reduce the transverse emittance

of muon beams. For a general review on beam cooling, please see Ref. [66] and the

references thereafter. In this dissertation, we are interested in the radiative cooling

of electron or position beams.

In a dissipative system with noise such as an electron storage ring, the distribution

function is governed by the Fokker-Planck equation instead of the Vlasov equation.
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The discussion of the Fokker-Planck equation is out of scope of this dissertation and

can be found, for example, in Ref. [37]. If the system is linear in the absence of

dissipation and fluctuation, the stationary distribution in a two-dimensional phase

space (J, (f>) that obeys the Fokker-Planck equation is simply given by [37]

f(J) = exp (-Z^-] , (2.24)

where the normalization factor pô rms is determined by Eq. (2.21). Thus, the dissipa-

tive, fluctuating system selects a particular exponential function of the action as the

stationary distribution. The damping usually occurs in a time scale much longer than

any other relevant time, we can then follow the time evolution of the single particle

invariant action to observe the damping and the growth of the RMS emittance.

From Eq (A.26), the action in the horizontal phase space (x, x') can be written as

J = Po(jxx
2 + 2axxx' + f3xx'2)/2, (2.25)

where Q-xiPxilx ai"e the Twiss parameters. The Jacobian of the transformation

Eq. (2.15) is given by

) = * • ( 2

The stationary distribution Eq. (2.24) is then transformed to a Gaussian distribution

in the horizontal phase space (x,x'):

+ 2axxx' + /3xx'2]
z t r

(2.27)

Therefore, the RMS emittance measures standard deviations of a Gaussian beam in

both x and x' by virtue of Eq. (2.22). We will adopt the RMS definition of the

emittance from now on and simply call it the emittance.



Chapter 3

Radiation from Relativistic

Electrons

It is well known that accelerated charges emit electromagnetic radiation. In classical

electrodynamics, the radiation intensity and angular spectral distribution are related

directly to the trajectory and the motion of the charged particle. The covariant

form of the total power radiated was derived a hundred years ago by Lienard [48].

Extensive calculations of the radiation emitted by relativistic particles, including

the angular distribution of radiated power into harmonics in circular motion was

published in a book by Schott [61]. However, it was not until the 1940s that the

complete classical theory of synchrotron radiation was put together by Schwinger [62,

63] and by Ivanenko and Sokolov [34] in modern form. In 1947, the first synchrotron

light was experimentally observed at the GE 70 MeV synchrotron [19]. Nowadays,

there are more than a dozen dedicated synchrotron light sources around the globe to

take advantage the unique properties of synchrotron and insertion device radiation

from relativistic electron and positron beams for scientific and industrial applications.

Prompted by questions of whether and when quantum corrections to the classical

theory of electromagnetic radiation became significant, Schwinger [64] calculated the

first order correction in the Planck constant h by an operator method and showed

that the quantum corrections was extremely small for all existing or contemplated

machines. Schwinger notes that Sokolov, Klepilov and Ternov [69] reached the same

13
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conclusion contemporaneously, as obtained by a calculation based on the exact wave-

functions of Dirac equation. In fact, Klepikov [42], and more completely, Sokolov

and Matveev [70] obtained the full quantum correction in the ultra-relativistic limit,

re-confirmed the first order corrections and the conclusion that quantum effects are

negligible in terms of radiation calculations unless the field seen by the particles is

the order of Schwinger's critical field (4.41 x 109 Tesla) [64]. Such a strong field

could be reached when a high energy electron beam encounters the collective field

created by a colliding positron beam, an intense laser pulse, or a microscopic crystal

field. To fully account for the quantum effects in these circumstances, Baier and

Katkov [5, 6, 7] extended Schwinger's operator method and developed a "quasiclas-

sical" theory of radiation. Their method is relatively simple but rather powerful in

problems related to strong field phenomena, for example, in beam-beam interaction

or so called beamstrahlung [79].

In laboratory accelerators, the magnetic fields (on the order of 1 Tesla), boosted

by the relativistic 7 factor, are still orders of magnitude smaller than Schwinger's crit-

ical field. The radiation emitted by high energy electrons is an essentially classical

phenomenon. Nevertheless, as Sokolov and Ternov [71] noted, well below the critical

field, the discrete quantum nature of the radiation may manifest itself in orbit fluc-

tuations through the so-called quantum excitation of the radial betatron oscillation.

Sands [58] investigated the effect of radiation fluctuations on synchrotron oscillations

and found it to be the limiting factor on the bunch length. Subsequent developments

led to the understanding of quantum fluctuation in electron storage rings. Therefore,

the quantum theory of radiation plays a very important role in understanding the

effects of radiation on the motion of the radiating particles, which is the main topic

of this dissertation.

In this chapter, we first review the classical theory of electromagnetic radiation and

derive the angular and spectral distribution of radiation from circular and quasiperi-

odic motions. Although most results in Section 3.1 can be found in standard textbooks

or lecture notes on synchrotron radiation such as Ref. [35, 24, 78, 46], we emphasize

the important role of radiation formation length in characterizing the radiation spec-

trum, especially in Section 3.1.5 where we follow Ref. [8] to give a unified treatment
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electron trajectory
P (observer)

Figure 3.1: The schematic drawing of the radiation emitted from a moving electron
at the retarded time £'.

of undulator and channeling radiation. We then introduce the quantum theory of

radiation based on the Klein-Gordon equation in Section 3.2, and illustrate both the

wavefunction and the operator methods in order to obtain the full quantum correction

of radiated power. Theory of radiation, both classical and quantum, will serve as the

starting point for the discussion of the following chapters.

3.1 Classical Theory of Radiation

3.1.1 Fields of a Moving Charged Particle

Let r(t') be the position of the electron at time if, x be the position of the observer,

and R(t') = x—r(t') (see Fig. 3.1). An electromagnetic signal emitted by the electron

at time f and traveling on a straight path will arrive at the observer at time

(3.1)

where R(t') = \x — r\, t' is called the retarded time or the emitter time, and t the

observer time. The motion of the electron is specified by r(t') with

dr n dR . .
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The retarded scalar and vector potential (4-potential) due to a moving point charge

are given by [35, 46]

( 3 ' 3 )

where J^x'^t') — efilx5(x' — r(t)) is the current density of the point charge with

fin — (/3/c, 1), and r(t') is the orbiting path of the electron. The delta function in

Eq. (3.3) is needed for the retarded potential. The integral of Eq. (3.3) becomes

AIM(x,t) =

Using

J F5(f(t')dt' =
Wldty

we obtain the scalar and vector potentials as [35, 46]

(3.4)

(3.5)

- n • /3)R
, A(x,t) =

ret - n ret (3.6)

where n = R/R = Vi?. The potentials of Eq. (3.6) are known as the Lienard-

Wiechert potentials.

The electric and magnetic fields are then given by

dA „ _ A
E = - V $ -

Ob

= ^ ^ , we obtain

(3-7)

Using the identity V —

• J [R? \ C

n

cR \ c
1 d n-0

dt'

0 [(I - n • (3)R2
- n - n

(3.8)
ret

x 0

nx {3 d nx f3
(I-n-(3)R2 dV (l-n-0)R

(3.9)
ret
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The time derivative of the vector n is given by the ratio of the vector v to R, i.e.,

dn _nx(nx3)) _{n- 3)n -3

we obtain then

e

e

The magnetic field

cdt'

\ n'
to \_(1 — n

1
c(l — n •

IQC \\{1 -

is in fact

R

-0
•3)2R?

d
3) dt' (1 -

given by

B =

c(l

8
n •

c

1
-n

n
— n •

]
8)R\

1

< ! -

x E.

R

d

8) dt' (1

ret

n.8)dt>

1
- n • 3)R

•(l-n.0)R

(3.13)

Thus, it suffices to calculate only the electric radiation field. Using the following

relations

d@ • dR a d[(l-n-(3)R] o2 a R •
cdt' = ^ / 3 n 7 ~ / 3 .

(3.14)

one obtains the electric field as following

n-3

x ((n - y3) x J3)\
I ret

Note here that the electric field is composed of two terms. The first term, that is

proportional to 1/R2, is a static field pointing away from the charge at the time

t. This field can be transformed into an electrostatic electric field by performing a

Lorentz transformation into a frame in which the charge is at rest. The total radiated

energy from this term is zero.

The second term, related to the acceleration of the electron, is the radiation field,

which is proportional to 1/R. Both E and B radiation fields are transverse to n

and are proportional to 1/R. We will therefore retain only the radiation field in all

subsequent discussions.
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3.1.2 Angular Distribution of Radiated Power

When the velocity of the electron is small, the radiation field becomes

E =
4:7T€0C

nx (nx
R~~~

(3.16)
ret

and Poynting's vector (energy flux) is given by

S = — E xB = — \E\2n.

Thus the power radiated per unit solid angle is given by

\E\"R' j^\n x (n x /3)|2 =

(3.17)

167r2e0c
(3.18)

where the angle 0 is the angle between vector n and /3, i.e., n x /3 = |/3| sin©.

Integrating over all angles, the total radiated power is given by Larmor's formula [35]

_ 2remec/?2

0 3c

where me is the electron mass and

re = = 2.82 x 10"15m

is the classical electron radius.

For electrons with a relativistic velocity, Poynting's vector becomes

„ remec

(3.20)

Notice that S • n is the energy per unit area per unit time detected at the observer

time t of radiation emitted by the charge at the emitter time t'. Thus, the power

radiated per unit solid angle in terms of the emitter time t' is given by

(3.22)
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V
0 z(p)

Figure 3.2: The polar coordinates used in Section 3.1.2.

When we work out the vector identities of Eq. (3.22) and express /3 in terms of

the momentum and the (kinetic) energy

p = , E = jmec
2, (3.23)

we obtain the angular distribution of the radiated power [63]

p2-E2/c2 1 (n-p-E/cf
(3.24)

d£l 4Tj2mc [(1 - n • pc/E)3 i2 (1 - n • pc/E)5_

Without losing generality, we choose a coordinate system in which the z axis

coincides with the direction of the instantenous momentum p, and the xz plane is

that of the orbital plane (p and p plane). Using the polar angles 9 and <fi (Fig. 3.2),

we have

n = (sin 9 cos <j>, sin 9 sin 4>, cos 9),

(3 = pc/E = (0,0, P),

(3.25)

P = (P±,l

- = (3-p = (3p
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Equation (3.24) then becomes

M (i - P2)
2\2

(l-/3cos6)3

1 1 s in 2 9 c o s 2 </>

(l-/?cos0)3 72(l-/?cos0)5_
2 (cos 9—8) sin 9 cos 61

(3.26)

2 (l-(3cos9)5 / '

By integrating Eq. (3.26) over J dfl = J d(f> J d9 sin 9, we see immediately that the

p\\p± term drops out while the p | term and the p\ term recombine to give the total

radiated power

2re j

3mec

2re / ^ p 5

3mec V di*

1 .2

c2

c2di*
(3.27)

where t* = t'/j is the proper time, and the last step of Eq. (3.27) puts the power

radiated as a Lorentz-invariant, as it should be. If Eq. (3.27) is expressed with the

velocity and acceleration by means of Eq. (3.23), we obtain the Lienard result [48]:

2rv
(3.28)

= 7 W A Eq. (3.26)

(3.29)

(3.30)

For the case of linear acceleration, we have p± = 0 and

and Eq. (3.28) becomes

HP (f) rPp?! s in2 R

4TTjemec ( 1 - / 5 cos 9)5'

3mc

For (5 <C 1, we recover Larmor's formulas Eq. (3.18) and Eq. (3.19). But as (3 —>• 1,

the angular distribution is tipped forward more and more and increase in magnitude.

The angle 9max for which the intensity is a maximum is

= cos 2? (3.31)
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The RMS of the angular distribution in the relativistic limit is (02)1/2 = -.

When the electron is executing a circular motion due to a transverse magnetic

field, we have the condition, f>\\ — 0 and p± = 7?nec/3, Eq. (3.26) and Eq. (3.28) then

become

dP,(t') = Tepj 1 [ sin2 9 cos2 <f> 1
dQ 47T72mec (1-/3 cos Of [ 7

2(1 - /?cos0)2J ' l ' '

where @ = 02c/p, and p is the bending radius. Like the case of linear motion, the

angular distribution of the radiation due to circular motion is also confined to a

cone of angular width of (02)1/2 ~ 1/7. However, the total radiated power from the

transverse acceleration is a factor of 72 larger than that of longitudinal acceleration.

We can write Eq. (3.33) in more practical units,

Pr[GeV/secl=f«. (3.34)

Here we use the definition of Sands' radiation constant for electrons [59]

3.1.3 Spectral Distribution of Radiated Power

For a charged particle undergoing arbitrary, extremely relativistic motion the radia-

tion emitted at any instant can be thought of as a coherent superposition of contri-

butions coming from the components of acceleration parallel to and perpendicular to

the velocity. However, the radiation from the parallel component has been shown to

be I/72 smaller than that from the perpendicular component. Thus, we may neglect

the parallel component. In other words, the radiation emitted by a charged particle

in arbitrary, extreme relativistic motion is approximately the same as that emitted

by a particle moving instantaneously among the arc of a circular path whose radius

of curvature p is given by

P = •?- ̂  4 - (3.36)
v± v±
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/ _ - - - - • "%" "radiation opening

Figure 3.3: Radiation is formed in a characteristic length lr ~ p/7.

where i»j_ is the perpendicular component of acceleration. From the previous section,

we have the angular width of the radiation is of the order 0rms ~ 1/7, the shape of

the radiation spectrum is then determined by the ratio of the angular width (I/7) to

the total angle A0 by which the velocity v is deflected during the entire process of

motion. There are two characteristic limiting cases:

(1) Ad 3> I /7. Here the radiation in a given direction n is determined by the

portion of the trajectory over which the velocity vector v rotates through an angle of

the order 1/7 (Fig. 3.3). The length of this portion is

lr ~ - (3.37)
7

and is known as the radiation formation length. Thus the particle will illuminate the

observer for a time interval dt' ~ p9vms/c = p/{jc). To the observer, however, a time

interval St of radiation is given by

St~~8t'~±5t' = -?-. (3-38)
dt' 72 73c

Thus the frequency spectrum will be composed of a broad spectrum up to the critical

frequency u)c.

Uc ~ 77 ~ 73~ (3-39)
ot p

Synchrotron radiation (Section 3.1.4) is a typical example for this case.

(2) A# <^i I /7 . Here the radiation emitted in a given direction n is collected from

the entire trajectory (Fig. 3.4), and hence the radiation can be formed over the entire
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V

Figure 3.4: Radiation is formed over the whole oscillation period.

oscillation wavelength Ao- The corresponding frequency is then given by

72

T—r ~ 7 wo (3.40)
A / c

An example is the undulator radiation or channeling radiation (Section 3.1.5).

To obtain the exact frequency dependence, we start with the general form of the

power radiated per unit solid angle

(L)1 /2 (3.41)

with electric field E given by Eq. (3.15) and the power is expressed in the observer's

time (contrary to the definition of the last section), since we wish to consider a fre-

quency spectrum in terms of the observer's frequencies u. Using the Fourier transform

G(u) = -^= [ G(t)eitJtdt, G(t) = -$= fG^e-^dt, (3.42)
v 2?r J V 2TT J

the total energy radiated per unit solid angle is given by
JTp />OO />OO

5 ^ = / \G{tf\dt= \G{u)f\duj, (Parseval's Theorem [3]).

^ Jco (3.43)

For a real G(t), the Fourier component has the property: G(—u) = G*(u). Since the

negative frequency is folded back to the positive frequency, we can define the energy

radiated per unit solid angle per frequency interval as
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with

&E,7 _
dudQ,

The Fourier amplitude G(u) is given by

(3.45)

eiutdt

eiu,(t>+R/c)dt,

Let us assume that the observer is far away, i.e.,

R = \ x - r ( t ' ) \ ~ x - (3.47)

where x is the distance from the origin to the observer. Apart from a constant phase

factor, the amplitude of the frequency distribution becomes

G(w) =
327r3e0c)

l / 2 /»o n x ((n - /3) x

By using the relation

n x ((n — (3) x (3) d n x (n x (3)

(1 - n • ;9

and integrating by parts, we obtain

1/2

- n

(3.48)

(3.49)

= iw — ^ — / n x ((n - /3) x /3)
V327rde0cy J ^ L J

(3.50)

Then the energy radiated per unit solid angle per unit frequency interval is accordingly

d2E1
/"OO

/ nx{nx
J —oo

(3.51)

The primes on the time variable have been omitted for brevity.
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The squared integral in Eq. (3.51) can be written as the product of two integrals

over times t\ and t2, i.e.,

J2 rp Jl, ,2
I J W+ I W+ l/i^ W I nr» W IJl \ I I n~ \ y I « w

dtodQ, 167re0c^_oo J_oo

/ dti / dt2[n x (n x /3x)][n x (»

•/-°° °° (3.52)

where we have introduced the notation /3 1 2 = /3(tij2), T*I,2 = "̂(̂ 1,2) and $i;2 =

<^(ti,2 — n • ̂ 1,2/c). By using the vector identity

[nx(nx fa)][n x (n x /32)] = fa • (32 - (n • fa)(n • (32) (3.53)

and integrating by parts:

/

f eiwt d • 1 f
dt(n • £)eM*-w-»7c) = / — _ (e-iun-r/cj _ / fifetwit-n-r/c)J -zudt J

(3.54)

we obtain

e2tu2 ro°

(LU)CL\L -1-^/1 ^w^ .1 —00 J 00

/•OO POO

/ dti dt2{fa-fa-l)ei{-^-^2) , (3.55)
J—00 J—00

Changing variables of integration to the mean time t = (ti + *2)/2 and the relative

time to = t\ — t2, and treating the integrand in the integral with respect to t as the

angular spectral distribution of the radiated power at time t, we have

/»o

/

J—0

dt0 \J3(t + to/2) • (3{t - to/2) - 1]

Equation (3.56) is completely general and can be employed to calculate the far field

radiation pattern of any type of motion once the trajectory is prescribed. The range

of to that gives a significant contribution to the integral plays the role of the radiation

formation length. We will discuss the radiation spectrum of a circular motion (syn-

chrotron radiation) and quasiperiodic motions (undulator and channeling radiation)

in connection with the formation length concept.
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Figure 3.5: The angles used in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.4 Synchrotron Radiation

Let us now exam in detail the radiation pattern for a relativistic electron moving on

a circular orbit (with radius p). Since the radiation is formed over a short segment

p/7, we may expand quantities in Eq. (3.56) in a power series in t0 (this is essentially

an expansion in a power series in I/7):

r(t±to/2) =

lt(3(t) \tl'00(t±to/2) = (3(t) ± -to(3(t) + -tlPit) + ...
Z o

(3.57)

Thus, Eq. (3.56) can be written as

e2u2

167T3€oC f
J — c

dtc 9
eiw[to(l-»-/3)-tgn-j9/24]

For the circular trajectory (Fig. 3.5), we have

~

and

<p2),

(3.59)

(3.60)

where -d G (—TT/2, +TT/2) is the angle between n and (/3, (3) plane, and <p G (—TT, +7r)

is the angle between the projection of n on the (/3, /3) plane and (3. The expansion
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in Eq. (3.60) is valid because both d and cp are on the order of 1/7. Equation (3.58)

now becomes

° ( " 7 " " 2 1 ) e "*° ( T + ^ + W ° t 0 / 2 4 ) ' (3-61)

where the limits of integration with respect to cp have been extended from ±?r to ±00

because the integrand is very small for <p ~ TT ̂ > 1/7. We introduce new variables x

and y instead of to and <p:

y), 2y = ( 7"
2

Since the Jacobian of the transformation is

d(to,cp)

, y)

- y). (3.62)

(3.63)

we get

d2P1

du)d(sin-d)

where

/ -2 o2x r j r * r -2 , 2 Q2x(^+?/)2i
(7 2 + <?2)y <tey % I-7 2 - ( 7 - 2 + d2y 2

y) 1

3a;0

3/2
LO

y '

and the critical frequency is denned as

3 3 37
3c

= 27 "° = " V

(3.64)

(3.65)

(3.66)

Utilizing the well known Airy integrals (8.433) of Ref. [22],

f
Jo

cos

ism

x
•3 1

cos

da;

we obtain the following expression for the angular and the spectral distribution of the

radiated power:
^2 , ,2 r _Q2 1

(3.68)
d(vd(sinr&)
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where Kv is the modified Bessel function of the vth order.

It can be shown [24, 78] that the first term in the square bracket arises from the

polarization vector in the plane of the orbiting electron and the second term arises

from the perpendicular direction. On the orbital plane, the radiation is purely plane

polarized. Using the asymptotic form for the Bessel function

, forf<l,
(3-69)

for£>l,

we find that the radiation is negligible for £ > 1. Thus the radiation is confined

within the following region,

At large angles, the radiation is mostly low frequency, conversely, the high frequency

radiation is concentrated in a small angular range.

Integrating Eq. (3.68) over all angular range by using the properties of the Airy

functions [24, 78], we skip here the mathematical details to only give the resulting

spectral distribution of synchrotron radiation [62, 63]:

'2 d?P . „

dcod(sm'd)

7—y K5/3(x)dx. (3.71)

To obtain the total power radiated, we integrate Eq. (3.71) with respect tow =

/

OO J 7~) / o z /*OO /*OO

-j—dtu = —— 7 / xdx I Kbi3\x)dx.
(3.72)

87r2e0c

Using the integral (6.561.16) of Ref. [22]

f
Jo
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Figure 3.6: The universal function S(x) for synchrotron radiation.

we finally have

7 "-'op2 2TT p2'
(3.74)

We see that the power formula agrees with Eq. (3.34). Thus, one can write Eq. (3.71)

as

(3.75)dPT_P79V3o; f°° _ P 7
rfw a;. 8TT wr ./„,/,.,. w.

where the universal function S(x) is plotted in Fig. 3.6 and has the following asymp-

totic approximations:

1.333x1/3, for X < 1,

0.777x1/2e"x, for x > 1.
(3.76)

The spectral distribution of synchrotron radiation depends only on the critical fre-

quency coc, the total radiation power and a purely mathematical function. This result

was derived originally by Schwinger [62, 63] and independently by Ivanenko and

Sokolov [34].
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3.1.5 Radiation from Quasiperiodic Motions

Another important type of radiation is generated when relativistic electrons move

quasiperiodically in undulators, in laser fields, or in focusing channels such as crys-

tal channels. Different theoretical descriptions and methods were developed inde-

pendently for each of these phenomena. However, as indicated by Eq. (3.51) or

Eq. (3.56), the radiation will have similar characteristics as long as the trajectories

of these motions are similar. In this section, we consider the equations of motion and

the radiation pattern for a planar undulator and a planar focusing channel.

An undulator has a magnetic field of the form '

B = BUsin (-^-z) y = Busin(kuz)y, (3.77)
\Au J

where Au is the period length and ku is the corresponding wave number. The Lorentz

force on the electron determines the equation of motion:

e[v x B] = eBu sin(kuz)(-z, 0, x) = -ym(x, 0, z). (3.78)

We can integrate the coupled x, z equations to the second order in the deflection angle

9a = eBu/(jmcku) <C 1 by setting z « /3c and x « 0:

x c± c0dcos(kuz) = c9d,cos(ujut),

92c 92c
z ~ (3c - -*- cos2(kuz) = f3*c- -j-cos(2u;ut), (3.79)

where uou = ku/3*c is the undulator oscillation frequency, and /3*c — (3c — O^c/A is the

average velocity in the longitudinal z direction. Integrating over time once more we

have

x = — sin(u}ut), z = (3*ct — sin(2cout). (3.80)

Boosted to a comoving frame (denoted by a star) with a Lorentz factor

7 (3.81)
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the Lorentz transformed coordinates are

x* =x = — sin(u)ut) = xosm(u;ut),

z* =1*{z - p*ct) = - - ^ sin(2a;ut) = - - ^ W l - - (3.82)
ou) 4 y rc

where

Ku = j9d = 0.94B[Tesla]Au[cm] (3.83)

is the undulator parameter. Such a motion is periodic (a figure of eight) in the

comoving frame. For a weak undulator we have Ku <C 1, the motion in the comoving

frame is reduced to a simple harmonic oscillation, and the radiation becomes dipole

radiation. Transforming back to the laboratory frame, we obtain as a result for the

fundamental frequency of the emitted photon (Doppler effect):

cou 2i2Wu
Ul " 1 - /?* cos 0 ~ 1 + 7

2 0 2 + Kl/2 •

For a strong undulator (most often called a wiggler) we have Ku > 1, the radiation

is composed of harmonics of the fundamental frequency.

Now consider a planar focusing system that provides a continuous parabolic po-

tential Kxx
2/2, where Kx is the focusing strength. The parabolic potential could

be, for example, an approximation of the Lindhard potential in the case of planar

crystal channeling [49]. We define the pitch angle of the electron 0p = pxo/pz (Pxo

being the maximum transverse momentum) and assume that 6P is always much less

than one. By expanding the Hamiltonian to the second order in 8P, the motion of the

electron can be decomposed into a free longitudinal motion and a transverse harmonic

oscillation:

( 3 > 8 5 )
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Figure 3.7: Geometry for undulator or channeling radiation.

where Ez = + p2
zc

2. From Hamilton's equation, we obtain

x ~

z =

__Vx£_ __L__K
dPx " E. ' Px ~ dx~ Kx

dH pz<? x2

= 0,

(3.86)

(3.87)
dPz EZ

From Eq. (3.86), we have x = —(Kxc
2/Ez)x = —w%x, with ux being the transverse

oscillation frequency. The solution with initial conditions x = 0 and x = c9p is simply

given by

x = — sin(a>x£), or x — c9pcos(coxt). (3.88)

From Eq. (3.87), we then have

« - 2 r ft o i 92c
1 - y cos2(o;xt) = /3*c - - J - 008(20;,.*), (3.89)z = Ez

where we have set pzc/Ez « /? and /3* = /?(1 — ̂ / 4 ) . It is now clear that the

channeling motion has the same characteristic figure of eight as the undulator motion

in the comoving frame to the accuracy desired, with j9p playing the role of the

undulator parameter Ku.
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We can calculate the radiation spectrum starting from Eq. (3.56) for both undu-

lator and channeling motions. First, we pick 9Q to represent either 9$ or 9P and OJQ to

represent either cou or ux (see Fig. 3.7). Then we write

( 02
90 cos(w0t), 0, /J* - -^ cos(2w0

r = (—sm(uot),O,(3*ct-^sm(2uot)). (3.90)
V wo 8wo /

Keeping terms up to the second order in 90, we obtain after some algebra:

to/2)(3(t-to/2)-l

( ro/2)
(3.91)

where we have defined u — OJ/UQ, T = a>oi and ro = o»oto f° r convenience.

To obtain the spectral distribution of the radiated power, we insert Eq. (3.91) into

Eq. (3.56) and integrate over the photon emission angles by the formula [8]

poo p2ir

/ 6d9 / # e x p [i(a62 + b9 cos (f>)] = lim
Jo Jo e~>+(

in ( .b2\
exp — i— .

e^+o a + ze \ 4a J
(3.92)

L V 2 /

Setting a = —UTQ/2 and b = MTO0O COSTsin(ro/2)/(ro/2), we obtain

dP7 ie2( r°° dro
dui 4n26oC J_oo To — ie

where

u to

(3.93)

27
2

(3.94)
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By using the Bessel function Jv(u) expansion

i V l \ (3.95)e«oc«.(2r) =

and by integrating Eq. (3.93) over one oscillation period JQ
n dr (indicated by {)), we

have the average radiated power

L**? L (3-96)
where

1(0 = f_ ^-[jo(zo)+J2e2
osm2 ( | ) [Jo(zo) - xJi to)]}^.

Equation (3.96) is completely general for any j9Q. The range of r0 = cuo^o that gives a

significant contribution to the integral can be interpreted as the ratio of the radiation

formation length lr to the reduced oscillation wavelength ^o = C/UQ. We consider

two opposite limits j90 ~> 1 (wiggler or strong undulator regime) and 7#0 <C 1 (weak

undulator regime) where Eq. (3.96) can be greatly simplified.

In the wiggler or strong undulator regime, we have 7#o ^> 1 or ô 3> 1/7- From

Section 3.1.3, the radiation formation length lr is on the order of p/j, where p is the

average radius of curvature in a half period and can be approximated by

I jmec/(eBu) ~ l/(0dku) ~ \/9d -> %o/6o for the undulator,

E/(Kxx) ~ c/(9pcox) ~ XX/9P -> Ao/6>o for the channel.

Thus, we have

£- ~ -^- < 1, (3.99)

i.e., the radiation is formed in a small fraction of the oscillation wavelength. Expand

the integrand of Eq. (3.97) for small TQ, we obtain

2i r (3.100)
= —75 / K5/3(x)dx,
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where in comes from the residue at To = it and

4\/2 C 2\/2 to .,

g 2 /-oo /-oo

(P-t) = ^^C740§"o J Xdxj K6/S{x)dx, (3.102)

We have also used (11.14) of Ref. [63] in the last step of Eq. (3.100). Insert Eq. (3.100)

into Eq. (3.97), we obtain the radiated power spectrum:

g 2

C740§"o J j

Here x plaYs the role oiu)/u>c in Eq. (3.71). Thus, the radiated power spectrum in

the limit of large 7#o is very similar to that of synchrotron radiation.

In the weak undulator regime, we have 7#o "C 1 or 9$ -C 1/7. From Section 3.1.3,

the radiation is formed over the entire trajectory and is characterized by the reduced

oscillation wavelength ^o- Expanding the integrand in Eq. (3.97) to leading orders in

the small parameter g = 720Q yields:

Apply the residue theorem to the integration of the type

lim [°° . dT° . eiqT0 = . 2m .(iq^eiq) form = 1,2,
J-oo(o) ()

where

i f 9 > ° ' (3.105)
0, i f g < 0

is the Heaviside step function, we obtain

pi^Di. ,2 /-OO

(P7) =
 e-^p^ / dCC[l + 2C(C - 1)]6(1 - 0- (3-106)

Thus, the radiation spectrum is nonzero only if ( = u/(2^f2ooo) < 1. This implies

that integration over To in Eq. (3.103) is significant only for TQ ~ 1, or the radiation
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formation length lr is of the order Ao- We conclude that the radiation frequency

distribution has a sharp cutoff at u = tow = 2j2too, which is the characteristic of

dipole radiation.

In both regimes, we can carry out the integrals in Eq. (3.102) and (3.106) and

find the average radiation power to be:

,p > = __£_ 4#2 2 = J s f e r r ^ T^fBi for the undulator,
^ " " 12-C" ^ I rfb-0 ^ m fe h channel (J 1Q7)

This formula is actually true for any 7#o because the total radiated power is always

given by Eq (3.27).

3.2 Quantum Theory: An Introduction

All electromagnetic radiation occurs in quanta of discrete energy hu, where h =

1.055 x 10~34J sec is the Planck constant. The classical theory of radiation as de-

veloped in the previous section is only correct in so far as one can neglect all effects

which arise from the finite value of h. This requires that the emitted photon energy

fojj is much less than the energy of the particle. For classical synchrotron radiation,

the typical photon energy tuoc = %^hc/2p. One can characterize the quantum effects

by a Lorentz invariant parameter T [79]:

where B = c/ep is the transverse magnetic field and Bc = mlc3/eh = 4.43 x 109

Tesla is the critical field according to Schwinger [64]. When T < 1, the radiation

is classical, as T ~ 1 or bigger, the classical synchrotron radiation theory must fail

because the photon energy cannot be larger than the particle energy. A quantum

treatment of radiation is necessary.

To construct a quantum theory of radiation, it is essential to take into account

the interaction between the electron and the second-quantized photon field. In the

simplest case where we do not care about the spin degrees of freedom (for a review
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on spin-flip radiation, please see Ref. [36], we may subject the wavefunction of the

electron ^(r,t) to the Klein-Gordon equation [11] (instead of the Dirac equation):

[(p -eA- eATad)
2c2 + m2

ec
4] tf (r,t) = (ih^ - e$\ tf (r , t ) ,

(3.109)

where p — —iKV is the momentum operator, A and <j> are the vector and scalar po-

tentials due to external fields, and Arad is the vector potential that acts on the second

quantized radiation field by creating and annihilating a photon with polarization e\

(A = 1 or 2), momentum hk and energy ftw [23]. We choose the Coulomb gauge

V • A rad = 0 for the radiation field so that k • e\ = 0. In an arbitrary unit volume of

the photon (real) space, we have

Arad = )[^e^e~ik'r+i"t + ae*-1-*17*), (3.110)

where $ and a are the creation and annihilation operators on the photon field.

In the absence of radiation, we let ATax± — 0 in Eq. (3.109) and look for the energy

levels Ej and the stationary states ty(r,t) = e~lEjt^ni^j(r) that satisfy

H0if>3 (r) = Erfj (r), with Ho = [(p - eAfc2 + m2
ec

A]1/2 + e$.

(3.111)

Since the Klein-Gordon equation is a second-order differential equation, the proba-

bility density is given by [11]

(3.112)

If we follow the normalization J drg(r) = 1, we obtain

9

(3-113)

Coupling between the electron and the radiation field leads to spontaneous emis-

sion of photons. Neglecting the A2
&d term (double-photon emission), Eq. (3.109)
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becomes

( r) \ 2

^ - - e $ J tf(r,t),
(3.114)Moving to the interaction representation we write ^ ( r , t) =

and assume that ip is slowly varying with time t. By identifying (Ho — e$)2 =

[{p — eA)2c2 + vr?ec% and neglecting $(£) in the expansion of (id/dt — e$)2*(i) in

Eq. (3.114), we obtain

l±Q - e^yUp - eA)c2 • ATe
h

= %\f^eiH^hex-ve-ik-r+i^e~iH^h^{t), (3.115)
n V 2eocu

where we have defined v = (Ho — e$)"1(p — eA)c2 for convenience and have dropped

out the annihilation part of Arad because we are interested in spontaneous emissions.

Using first-order, time-dependent perturbation theory, we expand

w i t h

and approximate ip(t) at the right hand side of Eq. (3.115) with the initial state

Eq. (3.115) becomes

mec
2 y , d^ t e / T ^ ik.r+iwt iHot/n

6
Y (3.118)

Thus, the transition probability cfll/; for the electron to go from an initial state \i)

at time t = 0 to a final state | / ) at time t = T by radiating into the range dk with

both polarizations is

(3.119)
d3k e2

(2TT) 3

r r 2
/ dteibft{f\eiHot'h J2 ex •
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where we have defined

(3.120)

At this stage, there are two methods to evaluate the radiated power. In the first

method, we can explicitly integrate the time integral by using

fiHnt\ . , ('iE; ft\ . ,
exp I I U f) =z exp I I \i f) (3 121)

for the matrix element. Let us define the transition rate dWfi as the transition

probability per unit time and denote u/i = (Ei — Ef)/h, in the limit of long time T,

we have

dWfi =
dk e2

(2TT)3 2e0
A=l

where

v =
(p — eA)c2

(3.122)

(3.123)

is the velocity operator. The 8 function in Eq. (3.122) expresses the fact that the

photon energy comes from the change in electron energy. The total radiated power

is then given by

• ? /
dk

(2TT)3 2e0
A=l

2irS((j-cofi). (3.124)

This is essentially the approach taken by Sokolov and Ternov [72, 73], except that

they used the Dirac equation and took into account the spin degree of freedom. This

approach involves the exact forms of wavefunctions and energy levels, and many

difficulties, especially those of a mathematical nature, had to be overcome in the

calculations. Nevertheless, the detailed knowledge of the stationary states of the

electron and thus the transition rate does allow one to investigate the radiation effects
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on electron dynamics. It will be employed in Chapter 4 when we consider the effects

of focusing to the radiation damping and quantum excitation.

An operator approach was initiated by Schwinger [64], and fully developed into

a "quasiclassical" theory of radiation by Baier and Katkov [5, 6, 7]. They realized

that the exact solutions of the Dirac equation are not necessary for the radiation

calculations and only the commutation relations of the operators has to be taken into

account for quantum effects. To illustrate this operator approach for a scalar particle

(spin neglected), we write Eq. (3.119) as a double-time integral:

A = l (•
V

where

= 1,2)

y J70 - e$ (.o.i/oj

are the Heisenberg operators.

Sum over all final states / by using

£ I / X / I = /> (3-127)

we obtain the transition probability to all possible states as

dk e V fT _iutl fT iutt,.,^,
(2?r)3 2e0fkv Jo Jo ^—^

A=1 (3.128)

For a sufficiently extended time interval T, we can change variables of integration to

the mean time t = {t\ +t2)/2 and relative time to — t^ —1\, and regard the t integrand

as the transition rate (to all possible final states) per unit time:

dk e2c2 f°° ^ t o / - |Y^ "/ \*

x=1 (3.129)
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If the commutation of the Heisenberg operators is not important, the expectation

value of these operators corresponds to the classical trajectory.

In evaluating the matrix elements of Eq. (3.129), Baier and Katkov [5, 6, 7] rec-

ognizes that there are two types of quantum effects. The first of these is related to

the quantum nature of the electron motion. The non-commutativity of the dynamic

variables of the electron arising in this case is of order frwo/E (where o;0 is the rev-

olution or oscillation frequency). The second type of quantum effects is associated

with the recoil of the electron accompanying the emission of radiation and is of order

ftw/E (where u is the photon frequency and is much larger than COQ). Thus, one can

neglect the commutator relations between an electron's dynamics variables (treating

the electron orbit classically), but retained the commutator relations between electron

and photon variables (taking into account the recoil). Unlike Schwinger [64], who ex-

panded all commutators to the order of h, the Baier-Katkov method is essentially an

expansion in 1/7 because the motion of an electron in a magnetic field becomes more

"classical" as the energy is increased. The first step of the Baier-Katkov method is to

bring exp(±ik • r) to the center of the matrix by using the commutation relation [5, 7]

Hoe-ikr = e-ikr(H0 - Hu) (3.130)

Then we have

r°° «—, / 1
/ ^oe^°(i| T J—L—ex • (p - eA)lC

p2r2 r°° «—, / 1 / 1

/ ^^°(i| T J L ( A ) J i xT ^ ^ r i T / ^ o e ( i | T J e x (p eA)lCJ
(2TT)3 2e0hu J_oo f^ V Ho - e $ V Ho - ftw -

. ( _ eA)2J—-L_ |i>. (3-131)
V H e $

The crucial step of the Baier-Katkov method is the evaluation of

e «- lg ' 2 ~ e x p J —lijjto + ICO— — \to n " \r2 ~ f
1 o L „ . ( 3 1 3 2 )

which is not trivial at all [5, 7]. By now, we have taken into account explicitly

the commutation relations between electron and photon variables. We can therefore

take the "quasiclassical" step to substitute the electron operators with their classical
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correspondences and treat the transition rate as the rate of photon emissions:

^L~v^-M^M
 (3133)

where /3 1 2 and r^ are the values of the classical trajectory at time t\ = (t — to/2)

and t2 = (t + to/2) respectively, and v = Hu>/(E — e4>). By using the polarization

sum

= ^ • /32 - (n • ̂ ) ( n • /32) (3.134)

and applying Eq. (3.54), we finally arrive at

n(, J dt0[(3(t + t0/2).(3(t-t0/2)~l}
ocn (1 — v) J_00

to - \n • ̂  + W2) - r(* - *°/2))] }' (3-135)
Divide Eq. (3.56) by hco and interpret the left hand side as the rate of photon emissions

per unit frequency and per unit solid angle, we see that the quantum rate is just the

same as the classical one with the substitution

For instance, to find out the quantum correction for synchrotron radiation, we

can follow the expansion and integration techniques developed in Section 3.1.4 and

obtain the Sokolov-Ternov spectrum formula for spinless particles [72, 73]:

LOC JXg '

where

ui 1 2hx)
Xq = i = ^ 7 7 ^ T T - (3.138)

UJC 1 - v 3T(E - fko) v '

Therefore, the Sokolov-Ternov power spectrum has the same low energy behavior as

the classical formula Eq. (3.71) (oc a*1/3), but the high energy part is truncated at

u) = E/h, which is required by energy conservation.



Chapter 4

Radiation Damping and Quantum

Excitation

In the preceding chapter both the classical and the quantum theory of radiation from

relativistic electrons were discussed. It is evident that the emitted radiation carries off

energy and momentum and so must perturb the subsequent motion of the electrons.

The question arises of what accumulated effects the perturbation will have on the

stability of the electron trajectories in various guiding fields. The investigation of this

question in electron synchrotron and storage rings led to the well-established results

of radiation damping and quantum excitation [43, 38, 72, 59]. Among them, the

work of Robinson and Sands are particularly noteworthy. Robinson [38] considered

the effects of radiation on the six-dimensional phase space and derived a damping

criterion that connects the individual damping rates. In the treatise by Sands [59],

the quantum nature of radiation is modeled as the statistical noise of the classical,

continuous spectrum of bending magnet radiation and quantum excitation is treated

quasiclassically as diffusion. The interplay between radiation damping and quantum

excitation gives rise to equilibrium emittances for a storage ring, and the art of lattice

design in modern synchrotron radiation sources or damping rings is to minimize these

emittances under various constraints.

Although the quasiclassical model of quantum radiation is a good approximation

in most practical applications, it could fail in certain cases and may lead to new

43
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perspective about ultra-low emittance generation. Recently, we investigated such

cases in a series of papers [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 33] and found that radiation reaction

in a focusing system is fundamentally different from that in a bending system. In

particular, quantum excitation to the transverse emittances can not exist in a straight,

continuous focusing channel, and will be suppressed by the focusing environment in

a bending and focusing combined system.

The organization of this chapter falls into three parts. In Section 4.1, we pay

special attention to the assumptions that lead to the quasiclassical approach of radi-

ation damping and quantum excitation in electron storage rings. We derive all the

standard results in a consistent and compact manner by following the evolution of

single particle invariants (in the absence of radiation). In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we

study straight focusing channels where both the radiation and the radiation reac-

tion arise from the focusing environment. The discussion of quantum excitation is

quantum mechanical in origin because the quasiclassical assumptions are not valid

in such systems. By comparing a focusing channel with an undulator that generates

a very similar radiation pattern, we illustrate the fundamental difference in terms

of radiation reaction between focusing and bending systems. Finally, in Section 4.4,

we employ the quantum mechanical perturbation approach to calculate the radiation

damping and quantum excitation in a system where both bending and focusing are

important. The general results obtained in this section unify those of Section 4.1 and

Section 4.2 and may have important consequence in reaching the coolest state for

electron beams.

4.1 Electron Storage Rings

4.1.1 Introduction

In an electron synchrotron or storage ring, the electron executes stable betatron

and synchrotron oscillations in the transverse and longitudinal degrees of freedom.

In the absence of radiation, the particle dynamics is Hamiltonian and we can find

constants of motion such as oscillation amplitudes, actions and normalized emittances.
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However, emission of synchrotron radiation induced by bending magnets causes the

appearance of a reactive force on the emitting electron [73]. On the average, the

reactive force is directly against the direction of motion, causing the damping of the

oscillatory motions.

The instantaneous radiation power radiated by a relativistic electron at energy E

is given by Eq. (3.34), i.e.,

^ = f ? = ̂ tE^ <">
where B is the magnetic field strength, p is the local radius of curvature and C7 is the

radiation constant defined in Eq. (3.35). For the electron at the synchronous energy

Eo, the total energy radiated in one revolution is

Therefore we have the average radiation power

where To = c/2nR is the revolution period, and R is the average radius of the storage

ring.

The fact that higher energy electrons in a bunch lose more energy than lower

energy electrons will contribute to radiation damping in the longitudinal phase space.

Furthermore, the fact that electrons on the average lose momenta in all three degrees

of freedom to the radiation will provide the phase space damping of transverse phase

space. Thus, both the longitudinal and the transverse damping rates are proportional

to the energy damping rate which is given by a characteristic damping rate for the

bending:

u
 Eo 2* ;

where the index s indicates averaging around the ring.

Nevertheless, particle motion does not contract to a point in phase space because

synchrotron radiation occurs in quanta of discrete energies. In an electron damping
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ring, each time a photon is emitted the energy of the electron makes a small discontin-

uous jump. This quantum "noise" disturbs the electron orbit. The cumulative effect

of many such disturbances introduces diffusion into oscillation modes. The ampli-

tude of oscillation will grow until quantum excitation is, on average, balanced by the

damping of the oscillations. While radiation damping depends on the average rate of

energy emission and not on any of its statistical properties, the excitation effects are

due to fluctuations in the radiation about its average rate.

Such quasiclassical statements about quantum radiation can be justified by the

following points [72, 59]: First, as we see from Section 3.1.3, the typical length as-

sociated with a photon emission (the radiation formation length) is on the order of

p/'y, which is usually much shorter than the average betatron and synchrotron oscil-

lation length in a normal storage ring. Thus, one can model the quantum emission to

be instantaneous. Secondly, emission times of the individual quanta are statistically

independent. Since the energy of each photon is very small fraction of the electron

energy, we may consider the emission of successive quanta to be a purely random

(Poisson) process that follows the continuous, classical radiation spectrum.

Let us define the number of photons emitted per unit time with energies between

tvui and H(u> + du) in the direction n that contains a solid angle dfl:

h7(u>,n) = ———£, (4.5)

where d2P1/(doodQ) is the classical angular spectral distribution of the radiated power

calculated in Section 3.1. As we see from Section 3.2, n7(o>,n) corresponds to the

classical limit of the transition rate between states that allow for such photon emis-

sions. The expected rate of change for an invariant J (in the absence of radiation)

due to the radiation, averaged over one revolution period To, is then given by

( ~~T~ / = r 7r>~ I I dcodQ[SJ(iv,n)h7(oj,n)], (4-6)

where 5J(UJ, n) is the change of J after a photon with energy hco is emitted in the

direction n. We use the convention that 8J(uj,n) is negative if J decreases after the

emission For example, the rate of energy decay (dE/dt) is obtained by replacing 5 J
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with 6E = — hco and is just the negative of the radiated power. In general, this qua-

siclassical approach can give rise to radiation damping as well as quantum excitation

because it incorporates both the quantum picture of a single photon emission and the

continuous, classical spectrum of radiation.

4.1.2 Transverse Damping and Excitation

Let us employ the above quasiclassical approach to study the radiation effects on

the horizontal and the vertical betatron motions. In the horizontal plane, the to-

tal displacement is the sum of the betatron displacement and the equilibrium orbit

displacement, i.e.
Tp El

x = xp + r) °, (4.7)

where rj(s) is the dispersion function that satisfies Eq. (A.18).

As an electron suddenly emits a photon with energy fuo that recoils directly against

the electron direction on average, it will not change its actual position and direction

(this statement is only approximately true even under the instantaneous emission

assumption, see the discussion of the vertical betatron motion on the opening angle

effect). However, the position of a particle with respect to the equilibrium orbit is

changed because the sudden jump of the energy of the electron changes the equilib-

rium orbit, i. e.,

( ^ ^ (4.8)

where rj'(s) = dr\jds. From Appendix A, the horizontal action (an invariant in the

absence of radiation) is

V + { / 3 X > t ^ ) 2 ] ( 4 - 9 )

where /3x(s) and P'x(s) = d/3/ds are the horizontal betatron function and its derivative,

respectively. The resulting change in the horizontal action after a photon is emitted
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is then given by

5JX = — Jx \ ~^~ I + —
Eo

Po
+ Uo (4.10)

Since 8JX in Eq. (4.10) does not depend on the photon direction n, applying

Eq. (4.6) to Jx yields:

5Jx(w) dP7

dt
= <t> — I dco

/

/Of \ ^ I* fc

. Px \ I t\W
1 / J &0

(4.11)

The first term of Eq. (4.11) is the normal radiation damping term. With the charac-

teristic damping coefficient Vf, defined in Eq. (4.4), we can write

'dJA = _ j rK x h'dt
(4.12)

Contrary to a popular misstatement that the damping of the beam emittance "oc-

curs" in the RF cavity when energy lost is restored, our approach clearly shows that

radiation damping occurs when radiation takes place. There is no contradiction, how-

ever, because our approach uses the invariant action Jx which is ultimately related

to the normalized emittance. As stated in Section 2.3, while the geometric emittance

can be adiabatically damped during the RF acceleration, the normalized emittance

is an adiabatic invariant under acceleration, and can only be damped by dissipative

forces such as the radiation reaction.

To compute the second term of Eq. (4.11), we first note that

(4.13)

Use the fact that

P7 oc E2B2 oc E2 (Bo + (4.14)
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we can take into account the explicit or dependence of P7 to the first order in x (i.e.,

neglect the radiation due to the focusing field alone):

P7(ar) = Py (l + ^ x J = P7 (1 + 2fcgp^) > (4-15)

where kg(s) = Bi/(Bop) is the focusing function defined in Appendix A. Thus, the

second term in Eq. (4.11) can be written as

(4.16)

To relate the right hand side of Eq. (4.16) to the horizontal action itself, we invoke

the transformation equations (A.24) of Appendix A:

(4.17)

or

P. (4.18)

After averaging over the fast oscillation (phase oscillation) and keeping only the lead-

ing non-vanishing term, we have

' dJx \ JL ds (-Py A po (xp \
I "77" I ~o~ \ I" ̂ "'qPxff I VX0

7 (4.19)
dt / 2 J cT0 \E0

where
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Hence Eq. (4.19) can be damping or anti-damping depending on the sign of V. The

second term in the numerator of Eq. (4.20) becomes significant for combined-function

magnets (where pkq ̂  0) and vanishes for separated-function magnets (where pkq =

0). For an isomagnetic (p(s) = p0 at dipoles), separated-function ring, we have

V = J _ / ! Z ( f ) d s = ^ < < 1 ) (4.21)
/ Po Po

where ac = {r]/p)s is the momentum compaction factor and is usually much less than

1. However, for an isomagnetic, combined-function ring, one can use the smooth

approximation (r/ ~ J32/po and kq ~ 1//32) to prove that

V = 2 + — ~ 2. (4.22)
Po

Combining Eq. (4.19) with Eq. (4.12), we have

Jx = - ^ r 6 J a ! , (4.23)
al I RD

where Jx = 1 — T> is the horizontal damping partition number. By adjusting T>

through proper arrangement of focusing and bending magnets, the horizontal action

can be either damped (Jx > 0) or anti-damped (Jx < 0).

The third term of Eq. (4.11) is quantum excitation because it is positive and h

dependent. Let us write

dP1

^ ( 4 2 4 )

where the % function is a property of the guide field:

1 R'
H. = —\TI -\- (pxT) Ti) = pxTi + 2(xxr]T] + /yxri , (4.25)

Px 2

and dP1/doo is the synchrotron radiation power spectrum given by Eq. (3.75). Thus,

we have

dP, 9V3
r7 / ™ \ ~ ] /

8 7 r - - , - c / dxx2 I K5/S(x)dx (4.26)

[°° dP1 9V3 f°° fuj\2 f°°
/ duu—-1 = —— P7 / du) — / K5/S(x)dx

Jo dco 8K 1 JO \coj Ju/Ue '
<x>

/•o

/

Jo
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By using the integral (6.561.16) of Ref. [22]

r<0O

,3;/ X^Mdx = ff ( 2 + '- ) r ( 2 - '- ) = ^ , (4.27)
Jo

and the definition UJC = 3c7o/(2p), we can write

ds UP.,

Therefore, the expected rate of change for the horizontal action including radiation

damping and quantum excitation is

"x DVX ' 9 6 °

In the case that J^ > 0, one can find the equilibrium horizontal action by setting

(dJx/dt) = 0 in Eq. (4.29), i.e., when the radiation damping is balanced by the

quantum excitation. Averaging over the beam distribution, we see from Section 2.4

that the normalized emittance and the action are related through ea = (J)/(mc).

Thus, we obtain the equilibrium horizontal normalized emittance in a storage ring as

* • * !£•»•
where

Ac = = 3.86 x l(T13m (4.31)
mec

is the Compton wavelength of the electron. For isomagnetic storage rings, the result

can be simplified to

£x ~ 96 Ac JxPo '

where (H}s is evaluated in dipoles with

(K)s = TT— [ Kds. (4.33)
2^P0 ^dipole

In the vertical plane the bending radius p —>• oo. If we apply the same analysis as

in the horizontal plane, we see that the equilibrium vertical emittance reduces to zero
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from Eq. (4.30) or Eq. (4.32). In fact, we have neglected the fact that synchrotron

radiation photons are emitted not strictly in the forward direction but rather into a

small angle ±1/7 . Photons emitted at a slight angle exert a recoil on the electron

normal to the direction of the trajectory. A photon emitted at an angle $ with respect

to the horizontal plane causes a variation of the vertical slope by

V = ~Bin0«- |^ (4.34)

while the position is not changed due to the instantaneous emission. This leads to a

change in the vertical action

(4.35)

The first term again gives the damping rate similar to Eq. (4.12). The second term

vanishes after averaging over the phase oscillation. Thus, the total vertical damping

rate is given by

(dJjA = ^JyTbjy, w i t h Jy = 1. (4.36)
\ al I RD

The rate of quantum excitation arisen from the third term of Eq. (4.35) can be

derived analogous to the general derivation above

dt / Q E If'
d?P^

dwd(sintf)'

where ^ V / ^ is given by Eq. (3.68). The double integration with respect to u> and

•d is carried out in Ref. [55]. Combining with Eq. (4.36), the total rate of change for

the vertical action is

/ ^ \ =-jyrbjy,+h
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When relating the action to the normalized emittance and setting the total rate of

change equal to zero, we find the equilibrium vertical normalized emittance

. 7o(A,)* , . .. .
Ac 1 i for isomagnetic rings.

Jp
96

In order to compare with Eq. (4.30), we assume the storage ring is isomagnetic and

separated function (J~x = Jy = 1). By using smooth approximation ((3X = j3y = J3,

i](s) ~ /32/p0, and /%>y = ?/ = 0), we obtain

c£x ~ 96

ey - ^ # A c r 4 - . (4.40)
tf 96 (p/7)

4
o/70)

Thus, the equilibrium vertical emittance is an order of ^\WIP% smaller than the

horizontal one. It is therefore justified to neglect this term in the calculation of the

horizontal beam emittance. In reality we observe a larger beam emittance in the

vertical plane due to coupling or due to vertical steering errors which create a small

vertical dispersion and, consequently, a small vertical beam emittance [55].

Since the radiation formation length po/7 is always much shorter than the re-

duced betatron wavelength /? in a normal storage ring, Eq. (4.40) states that the

transverse normalized emittances in equilibrium are always much larger than the

Compton wavelength. For example, the SLC damping ring can damp both the elec-

tron and the positron beams to e^y ~ 10~5 m [20], which is about eight orders of

magnitude larger than the Compton wavelength. However, Eq. (4.40) also suggests

that the equilibrium normalized emittance can be reduced to approach the Compton

wavelength as the radiation formation length is made closer to the average beta func-

tion. Nevertheless, the extrapolation stops at some points because the quasiclassical

approximation of instantenous radiation fails when the radiation formation length is

comparable to the betatron wavelength. Before we investigate this new parameter

regime, we examine the longitudinal damping and excitation for completeness.
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4.1.3 Longitudinal Damping and Excitation

Electrons execute synchrotron oscillations in the longitudinal phase space (6, cp), where

5 = AE/EQ is the fractional energy difference, and <p is the phase relative to the

synchronized R F phase. For small amplitude oscillations, we have [78]:

AE t , . hconrjc , . , .
—— = As sin(o;st), ip = — — A & cos{cost), (4.41)
EQ OJS

where

- (4.42)

is the synchrotron frequency, h = u>rf/ujo is the RF harmonic number, r\c = ac — I /7 2

is the momentum compaction, Vb is the peak RF voltage and ips is the synchronous

phase. The peak energy spread As is a constant of motion given by

When a photon with energy Hcv is emitted, it does not change the phase suddenly

(because the radiation formation length is always much smaller than the reduced

synchrotron wavelength c/uis). Thus, we have

Applying Eq. (4.6) to 5{Af) yields:

) + Mf il*"-? (445)

The damping term can be calculated in the following way: First, using P7 a E2B2,

we expand P7 around PI0{EQ,BQ):

P7 = P70 f 1 + - ^ + 2kqpx\ . (4.46)

Together with Eq. (4.13), we obtain
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Writing x — xp + TIAE/EQ, and averaging over betatron and synchrotron oscillation,

we arrive at

H) (4-48)

where Tb and V are denned in Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.20), and Js = 2 + V is the

longitudinal damping partition number. It is noteworthy that

7J = J' -\- J -j- Js = 4 or

{? = 1 — T) J = 1 ^T = 2 + D. (4.49)

The fact that the damping rates in three degrees of freedom are related through a

sum rule is well-known as the Robinson damping criterion. It was first derived by

Robinson [38] under a very general consideration. Thus, the damping partition num-

bers and the damping rates between the horizontal and the longitudinal dimensions

can be adjusted through the V parameter.

The fluctuating nature of quantum emission is reflected in the second term of

Eq. (4.45), which leads to quantum excitation to the energy spread:

/d(Aj)\
\ dt / n P 48 mec

 /u J To p Eo 48\ /QE o ^ , , . , „ ( 4 5 Q )

We have used Eq. (4.26) and Eq. (4.27) in order to obtain the above result. The

equilibrium energy spread is reached when the damping effect balances the average

effect of quantum fluctuation. For a Gaussian distribution of a damped electron

bunch, the RMS energy spread is given by

2 1 .2 55v3\ 7Q (l/p3)s

for isomagnetic rings.
96
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Thus, the equilibrium RMS energy spread in an electron storage ring depends only on

the beam energy and the bending radius. Nevertheless, the bunch length can still be

controlled by the RF cavity and lattice functions. From Eq. (4.41), the RMS bunch

length at equilibrium is given by

E° is. (4.52)
7T Us U 0 V tieVoCOSIps

where Xrf is the RF wavelength. Since the energy spread can be reduced by adiabatic

damping in a linear accelerator, it is meaningful to define an invariant normalized

longitudinal emittance in the longitudinal phase space:

p n = --vrrrfT (A C ^

4.2 Straight, Continuous Focusing Channels

To illustrate the effects of focusing on radiation damping and quantum excitation, we

now study a straight, continuous focusing system where both the radiation and the

radiation reaction are generated by the linearly varying focusing field alone. Recent

developments in advanced acceleration concepts [1] require very strong transverse

focusing to maintain beam stability, and novel ideas such as channeling accelera-

tion [15, 14, 16] utilize the super-strong microscopic focusing field existing in a crystal

channel. Electron or positron channeling in crystals gives rise to intense channeling

radiation [44], which will in turn affect the electron dynamics. Experimental investi-

gation of radiative cooling in strong crystalline fields is also in progress [10]. Thus, it

is important both conceptually and practically to understand the radiation effects of

a continuous focusing field.

4.2.1 Lack of Quantum Excitation and the Transverse Ground

State

Let us take the generic focusing model of Section 3.1.5: a continuous, transverse

focusing force {—Kxx) and a free, relativistic longitudinal z motion. We postpone
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the discussion of the other transverse dimension to Section 4.2.4. The Hamiltonian

and the equations of motion have been give in Section 3.1.5. Let us rewrite the

expanded Hamiltonian here:

? ^f fi¥^W- (4-54)

A simple canonical transformation from (x,px) to the action-angle variables (Jx,(f>)

is given by

2Jxux 2JxcoxEg .
x = W K cos 0, Px = y ^ sin 0, (4.55)

where ux = ^Kxc
2/Ez is the transverse oscillation frequency. Thus, we obtain

H = yjm\&+tf,<? + Jxux. (4.56)

It is obvious that both pz and Jx are constants of motion because their conjugate

variables are absent in the Hamiltonian.

The radiation spectrum has been calculated in Section 3.1.5. To find out the

radiation effects on the transverse oscillation, we follow the spirit of the quasiclassical

approach outlined in Section 4.1.1 to look for changes of the transverse action Jx after

a photon is emitted. However, unlike in Section 4.1.2, we cannot assume a priori

how the instantaneous position x and the momentum px change after the photon

emission because the radiation may be formed over many oscillation wavelengths

(see Section 3.1.5) and the transverse focusing force may not guarantee the recoil is

directly against the electron direction. Instead, we invoke the quantum mechanical

treatment to directly calculate the changes of invariants (corresponding to certain

quantum numbers).

Since we do not care about the spin degrees of freedom, we employ the Klein-

Gordon equation (i.e. Eq. (3.109) of Chapter 3) to describe the wavefunction ^{r,t)

of the channeled electrons:

[HW - eArad)V + my] ¥(r, t) = (ih~ - \KXX2\ *(r, t)
(4.57)
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In the absence of radiation, we let Ara(i = 0 and look for the energy levels E and

the stationary states ^(r , t ) = e~lEtlnip(r) of Eq. (4.57), i.e., we need to solve for

<-lKA\(xzS
2 xX ) V[x'z)-

(4.58)

Because there is no z dependence in the unperturbed Hamiltonian, we can assume

the solution is of the form X(x)exp(ipz/hz). Insert this into Eq. (4.58), we obtain a

Schrodinger equation for the transverse wavefunction X(x):

( f)2 \
l-tfc2-^ + EKxx

2\ X(x) = {E2 - pzc
2 - my)X(x) = (E2 - E2

z)X{x),
(4.59)

where we have ignore (Kxx
2)2 term because S P < 1 . Dividing both sides of Eq. (4.59)

by 2E ~ 2EZ yields:

(~1W~Z&2 + \KxX") x{x) = {E~ Ez)x{x) = ExX{x)- (4-60)

This is the standard harmonic oscillator equation [47] with an effective mass Ezf<?'.

The quantization of Eq. (4.60) gives rise to the transverse energy level Ex = (nx +

l/2)hcux, with nx = 0,1,2... being the transverse quantum number. Thus, we have

the eigenenergy

E(nx,pz) = EZ + EX = ^/m^+pjc? + (nx + \/2)tvux. (4.61)

If we follow the normalization of Section 3.2, the eigenstates can be written in the

form

777 C

^\nx,Pz), with (4.62)

where Lc is the length of the channel, Cn = (2nn!y/7r)"1 is a normalization constant,

Xo = \/hc2/u)xEz is the ground s t a t e ^ = 0) oscillation amplitude, and Hn is the nth

order Hermite polynomial. Thus, both the eigenenergies E and the eigenstates ip(r)
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are controlled by nx and pz. Since the transverse energy Ex — (nx + l/2)fkox = coxjx,

the transverse action Jx is related to the transverse quantum number through

Jx = — — (nx + l/2)h ~ nxh for large nx. (4.64)
wx

The expected change of the transverse quantum number nx (and action) due to

spontaneous radiation can be calculated by

where the transition rate dWfi from an initial state \nXi, pz{) into a final state \nxj,pzf)

with the emission of photons in the range k to k + dk is given by Eq. (3.122). In the

case of channeling, we have

ihVc2 ihc2 ( d d\ , .
(4.66)

for the electron velocity operator, then Eq. (3.122) is

dk
dW» = (2«y

{ } " ' ' ' - (4.67)
A=l

where a;/, = (Ei — Ef)/h, and ei;2 are the two orthogonal unit polarization vectors

{ei,2 • ft = 0) as before.

The matrix element {nxf,pzf\(V • ex)e~tkr\nXi,pzi) can be evaluated by integrat-

ing over the coordinate space. In particular, since the eigenstates of the electron

have plane-wave form in the z direction, the integration over z simply gives rise to

5(pzi —pzf — k cos 9), where 6 is the angle between k and the longitudinal z direction.

This 8 function expresses the conservation of the total longitudinal momentum in the

electron-photon system due to the translational invariance. Together with the conser-

vation of the total energy (i.e. 8{u — a>/j) in Eq. (4.67)), the change of the transverse

quantum number (or action) is completely determined. First, let us rewrite the two

conservation laws as

5E = -Ha, Spzc = -huj cos 6. (4.68)
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From Eq. (4.56), we have

5E = 6Eg + Jx5wx + 6Jxux. (4.69)

Both SEZ and 6ux are related to Spz by

x {(36pzc)2

—Ef~' (470)

where /? ~ pzc/Ez. Using the approximation

Px,max
( }

and combining Eq. (4.68), Eq. (4.69) and Eq. (4.70), the change of the transverse

action is found to be

The first term in Eq. (4.72) is always damping because 1 — /? cos 9 ~ ^ i + y is

definite positive. The second term in Eq. (4.72) is quantum correction to the classical

damping instead of quantum excitation because the sign is definite negative. Hence

we have shown that the transverse action always decreases in spite of random photon

direction of emissions, i.e., there is no opening angle effect of quantum excitation in

a straight focusing channel.

As pointed out in Ref. [25, 27, 26] and illustrated in Fig. 4.1, the above analysis

reveals a unique feature of channeling radiation reaction: while the particle recoils

against the emitted photon in the longitudinal direction to conserve the longitudinal

momentum of the system, the existence of a transverse focusing environment absorbs

the recoil in the transverse direction. As a result, the net recoil of the particle is

not opposite to the direction of the photon emission, but always has a component

pointing towards the focusing axis. Therefore, quantum excitation of the transverse

action is absent in such a focusing system, and the radiation damping is always faster

in the transverse direction than in the longitudinal direction.
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f electron (Jxi Pzi)

photon (co, A:)

Figure 4.1: The schematic drawing of the radiation reaction in a straight, continuous
focusing channel.

Such an excitation-free, asymmetric damping effect leads to a classical point in

the transverse phase space for the electron beams. In quantum mechanics, the corre-

sponding state is the transverse ground state (nx = 0) that is stable against further

radiation. In the ground state of the harmonic oscillator, the minimum transverse

action is given by

Jx = h [ nx + - 1 = - for nx = 0. (4.73)

This h/2 is the well-known zero-point fluctuation of the harmonic oscillator and arises

from the fact that the Heisenberg uncertainly principle sets a limit on the knowledge

of two conjugate variables by

h
8x5px > (4.74)

Relating this minimum action to a normalized emittance by averaging over the beam

distribution, we obtain the minimum normalized emittance

mmmm mec 2 ' { }

where Ac = 3.86 xlO~13 m is the Compton wavelength of the electron. Eq. (4.75) sets a

quantum mechanical limit on the normalized emittance of electron or positron beams.

A beam of N electrons can all line up in the same transverse ground state at different

points in the longitudinal phase space or different spin states. Although it is far from
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being reached with the present accelerator technology, the above analysis has shown

that in a straight, continuous focusing channel, the transverse normalized emittance

can in principle be damped to one half of the Compton wavelength, the fundamental

emittance limited only by the wave nature of the electron. We note the similarity

that the phase space of a photon beam is limited to one half of the reduced light

wavelength due to diffraction effects [78]. However, the limit is routinely obtainable

with the diffraction-limited photon beams.

4.2.2 Asymmetric Damping

Although we can calculate the damping of the transverse action with the use of the

transition rate Eq. (4.67) [25, 27], it is much simpler to use Eq. (4.6) and replace 51

with the first term of 5 Jx in Eq. (4.72) because the radiation damping is a classical

phenomenon. Furthermore, since 8Jx/{Tvu)) ~ — (1 — (3cos9 + 9p/4)/u)x is independent

of the photon frequency, we can integrate Eq. (4.6) over duo to obtain

where the oscillation period is To = 2ir/tox and the angular power spectrum

was given by Eq (3.24).

Following Section 3.1.2, we choose the direction of the instantenous momentum

p as the z' axis, p and p plane as the x'z' plane (Fig. 4.2). From Eq. (3.88), we

have that p = —Kxx = p±x' + p\\z' oc smuxt, and that the longitudinal direction

z oscillates with an angle 9p cos uxt from the z' axis. Then in the x'y'z' coordinate

system, we have

n = (sin 0' cos <j>', sin 9' sin (j>, cos 9')

z = {sm{Qpcosuxt),Q,co${Opsmuxt)). (4.77)

Thus, we obtain

cos 9 = n • z = sin 6' sin(#p cos ujxt) cos 4>' + cos 9' cos(9p sin u>xt).

(4.78)
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Figure 4.2: The primed and the unprimed coordinate systems used for channeling
motion
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rate of transverse action is

dt

1 lYl 30?\"l/dE
= — ^7 + 8

2reKx( 3

(4.81)

(4.82)

where we have used the relation

'dE o
2

cos o,
. 9 . l/dE\

(4.83)

It is clear from Eq. (4.81) that the damping of the transverse action consists of

two competing terms that differ by a factor of 7 2 ^ . In the weak undulator regime

where the pitch angle 6V is much smaller than the radiation opening angle 1/7, the

first term in Eq. (4.81) dominates and gives

djx 1 1
UJX

dE_

~dt

2 rPKx
Jx — -*- c**x (4.84)

which shows that the transverse action damps exponentially with an energy inde-

pendent damping constant Fc = (2reKx/3mec) [25, 27, 26]. We also notice that the

relative damping rate of the transverse action is much faster than that of the energy

in this regime since

1 n C) r\

In the

and gives

opposite

p
1 c

regime

^ \

' dJx

k dt

where 0p

1'dJx

E\dt I (4.85)

dt

By applying Eq. (4.71), we obtain

1/7, the second term in Eq. (4.81) dominates

(4.86)

dt

8 \dt

3 1 /dE
TE\~dt

(4.87)
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which shows that the relative damping rate of the transverse action is comparable to

the relative energy decay rate, similar to the radiation damping in a storage ring.

Therefore, we have obtained general results on the radiation reaction for a chan-

neled particle with arbitrary oscillation amplitude j9p. We can understand these

results by recalling the discussion on the radiation formation length in Section 3.1.5.

For very large jOp (̂ > 1), the radiation formation length lr is much less than the

oscillation wavelength A ,̂ and the photon emission takes place in a small fraction of

one oscillation period. In this case, the focusing environment is ineffective in sup-

pressing the transverse oscillations, so that both the transverse and the longitudinal

dimensions of the particle damp with comparable rates because the electron almost

recoils directly against the photon. As j6p becomes much smaller than 1, the radia-

tion is formed over the whole oscillation period, and the focusing environment takes

away a fixed proportion of the transverse action. Thus the transverse action damps

exponentially and the radiation reaction is predominantly transverse.

It is instructive to look at the time evolution of the transverse action. The simple

analytical results (i.e. Eq. (4.80) and Eq. (4.82)) of channeling radiation damping,

derived by quasiclassical approach, can be regarded as two coupled differential equa-

tions between Jx and E. Defining a constant Cc = yjKxjm\& and omitting the

bracket on the left hand sides of Eq. (4.80) and Eq. (4.82), we obtain

§ TC

at

^ = ~TCJX - \vcCcE^Jl (4.88)
Suppose that the particle enters the channel with the transverse action Jx0, the

energy Eo and thus the parameter 7o#po — V^CCJXO/EQ' , then the general solution

to these coupled equations is
~3/5

E(t) = £;o|l + g7o^o[l-exp(-r c t ) ] | . (4.89)

Therefore, the transverse action always has an exponential damping factor that domi-

nates in the asymptote, while the energy eventually reaches a constant value: a factor
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of (1 + §7o^«o)4^5 reduction from the initial energy.

To illustrate the time evolution of the transverse action and energy, we plot the

normalized transverse action Jx/Jxo and the normalized energy E/Eo versus the

scaled time Tct in Fig. 4.3 for three different initial conditions of 7o#po- For large

b both the transverse action and the energy initially damp with power laws, i.e.,

/ 5 \
when r c t < 1, Jx(t) ~ Jx0 ( 1 + -YzVpOrctJ

/ K \ -4/5

E(t) * E0(l + -72
z0e

2
p0rct) . (4.90)

However, the exponential damping factor in the transverse action becomes more im-

portant for longer time and takes over when the particle damps to the weak undulator

regime, i.e.,

/ 5 \ -3/5

when Tct > 1, Jx(t) ~ Jx0 f 1 + -7o^o J exp (-Tct),

/ K \ -4/s
E(t) ~ Eo\l+ £$<%>) . (4.91)

For small 7o p̂o? the exponential damping begins immediately, i.e.,

Jx(t) ~ J x O exp( - r c t ) ,

E(t) ~ £0 [ 1 - ^ 0 ( 1 - e x p (-rc*))]. (4.92)

Note that electrons with the same initial energy but different initial pitch angles will

all end up in the transverse ground state with an energy spread, caused by amplitude

dependence of the radiated power. In the case of small 70 ,̂0? we can use Eq. (4.92)

to write down the relative energy spread

5 =

where e% is the initial normalized transverse emittance and (3X — c/u>x is the reduced

oscillation wavelength or the average betatron function.
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of the normalized transverse action Jx/Jxo and the normalized
energy E/EQ with the scaled time Tct for (a) 7o^o

 = 100, (b)7o^o = 1 and (c)
Mo = o.i.
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4.2.3 Comparison with Undulators

In Section 3.1.5, we have shown that the electron motion and the radiation spectrum

are very similar in a focusing channel and in an undulator. This does not necessarily

imply that the radiation reaction in these two systems are also similar. In fact, the

radiation reaction is determined by the nature of the forces and will be completely

different for the focusing system and the bending system (the undulator).

This point can be best made in the longitudinal comoving frames of both systems.

Consider first the case of channeling in the small amplitude limit when jdp <C 1,

the longitudinal translational invariance guarantees that the electron sees a one-

dimensional (transverse) harmonic potential with the focusing strength K* = ^Kx

in such a frame (denoted by a star). The electron gives away transverse energy

E* = (K*x2) through dipole radiation [35] by dropping the transverse levels until it

reaches the ground state. The damping rate is given by

1 HE 1 2 r IT
c E% dt* {K*x2) 3 mec

{[ x } ' 3 m e c x' [ }

When transforming back to the laboratory frame, we get back the energy-independent

transverse damping rate Fc of Eq (4.84). Note that although this over-simplied picture

did not take into account the longitudinal recoil after the radiation is emitted, and is

only valid in the small ^6P limit, it does have the advantage when making comparison

with the undulator. In the electron's comoving frame, the magnetic field of the

undulator is equivalent to a plane wave of virtual photons [23, 35]. Interaction of

the electron and these virtual photons is described by Compton scattering [23] or

Thomson scattering [35]. Quantum excitation to the transverse emittance exists

because the electron recoils directly against the scattered photons. We will leave the

calculation of quantum excitation rate to Chapter 5 in which real photons (from the

laser field) instead of virtual photons interact with the electron. Therefore, even in

the weak undulator limit where the radiation formation length is comparable to the

undulator wavelength, the lack of transverse focusing is essential for the existence of

quantum excitation in the undulator. In other words, the excitation-free damping is

purely due to the effect of focusing.
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4.2.4 Generalizations and Practical Considerations

Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 show that no quantum excitation is induced in a straight,

continuous focusing system, and that the radiation damping rate of the transverse

action is independent of the electron energy in the small oscillation limit. In this

section, we relax some of the previous assumptions and generalize the results to a

non-harmonic transverse potential in two transverse degrees of freedom.

We start by considering the other transverse dimension y. If the y direction

is free of any force, the particle radiating a photon with a momentum component

in the y direction must recoil by the same magnitude to conserve total momentum

in this direction. Thus, quantum excitation is present in a force-free dimension.

However, if a continuous focusing force also exists in the y direction, and if both

transverse oscillations satisfy the conditions yd* <C 1 and y&^ <C 1, then as we will

see in Section 4.4.2 that radiation effects in the x and the y directions are completely

decoupled. Photons are emitted by changing either nx or ny by one, and all the

previous results apply equally well to both transverse dimensions. In the case where

the oscillation amplitude is large in the x or in the y direction, there is some coupling

between the two transverse degrees of freedom. But if we define the total transverse

energy

2 O i- r- O 0 0 f y 1

(4.95)

from the conservation of both the total energy and the longitudinal momentum in

the electron-photon system, i.e., Eq. (4.68), it follows that

SE± = -hu{\ - (3 cos 0) < 0. (4.96)

Hence E± always decreases after a random photon emission. Combining this with the

existence of a focusing axis in the continuous focusing system, we conclude that the

electron will damp to a mutual transverse ground state (nx = 0 and nv — 0) that is

stable against further radiation. In fact, we can generalize the above results to a non-

harmonic potential. Suppose we denote the transverse coordinates with r± = (a;, y)

and the transverse momenta with p± = (px,py), then the transverse energy can be
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defined as

(4.97)

where U(r±) is an arbitrary potential well that does not depend on the longitudinal

coordinate z. The change of the transverse energy will follow Eq. (4.96) after the

same kinematic argument. We can also quantize the transverse motion and define

the transverse quantum levels (not equally spaced for non-harmonic potential). Thus,

we reach the same conclusion that the electron damps to the ground state of such a

potential by the virtue of radiation reaction.

Nevertheless, such an absolute damping (without any quantum excitation) is

normally a negligible effect for conventional focusing devices used in accelerators.

For instance, suppose the quadrupole field gradient is about g = 100 T/m, corre-

sponding to a focusing strength Kx ~ 0.3^[Tesla/m] ~ 30[GeV/m2]. The damping

constant Fc = (2reKx/3mec) ~ (30sec)-1, so that the damping time is extremely

slow. On the other hand, the focusing strength for a typical crystal channel is

Kx ~ 10nGeV/m2 [44], so Fc ~ (lOnsec)"1, and the damping distance is on the

order of meters. The radiation damping could be a noticeable effect. In such cases,

it has been shown [45, 4] that multiple Coulomb scattering is the primary excita-

tion mechanism competing against the radiation damping. The transverse emittance

growth due to the multiple scattering can be expressed in the form [45, 4]:

where

I® b (4-99)
is the mean square angle of multiple scattering by valence electrons that is charac-

terized by a 72 dependence and a material dependent parameter Lms. Since j3x —

c, then we have the scaling law

~ ^ = - L - (4.100)
dt
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However, from Eq. (4.84), the radiation damping rate of the transverse emittance is

energy-independent in the small oscillation limit. Without any acceleration, the fact

that the energy of the electrons decrease due to radiation loss guarantees that the

multiple scattering dominates over the radiation damping after a short distance (the

so called dechanneling length [44]).

Such a picture will change if the electrons are under external acceleration. Since

both the action and the stationary states are adiabatic invariants, the results of

Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 are not affected by adiabatic acceleration along the longitudinal

direction. The condition for adiabatic acceleration is given by

C uxE ~ y/KxE . (4.101)
dt

Using the previous examples, we get coxE ~ 2GeV/m for a conventional focusing

device and 105GeV/m for a crystal channel when the energy of the particle is only

lOOMeV. Obviously, the above inequality is guaranteed by any foreseeable accel-

eration mechanism. As discussed in Ref. [16] for crystal channeling accelerators,

radiation damping will eventually dominate over multiple scattering as the energy of

the electrons increase. We conclude that the particle, once damped to its transverse

ground state in a continuous focusing channel, can be accelerated adiabatically along

the channel without any further radiation loss. Therefore, the theoretical minimum

transverse emittance can be retained at a much higher accelerated electron energy,

and the relative longitudinal energy spread can be also reduced through acceleration.

4.3 Periodic Focusing Channels

So far we have considered a focusing system where the focusing strength is indepen-

dent of the longitudinal z parameter. However, a more realistic model of a focusing

channel is an alternating-gradient focusing system where both focusing quadrupoles

and defocusing quadrupoles are employed to focus electrons in both transverse direc-

tions. Strictly speaking, electrons moving along crystal channels are also subject to

periodic forces determined by the lattice structure. The continuum Lindhard poten-

tial [49] is only a valid approximation when the binary interactions with individual
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nuclei are swamped by the interaction with the collection of atoms forming the atomic

string.

In this section, we examine the process of radiation damping and quantum excita-

tion in a straight, periodic focusing channels. We then apply the results to the most

simple periodic lattice-FODO lattice, composed of a focusing (F) and a defocusing

(D) quadrupole with a drift space (O) in between From Appendix A, in the absence

of bending, we can take the limit p —> oo and s —>• z. Treating z as the independent

variable and — pz as the new Hamiltonian, we have from Eq A.10

- p * = - p + i + p * * T ' (4-102)
where p = ^/H2 — m2

ec
A = 7/3mec is the kinetic momentum, and kx is the periodic

focusing function with periodicity LQ. Making a canonical transformation with the

generating function

F2(x,px,z) = JL (§ -
2px \2 ^ r V&cosp 2P

(4.103)

Here the prime means derivative with respect to z. The betatron function (3X satisfies

Eq. (A.23) and

1 1 fL° ds . 1 1
•= = - — / —, cp' = — - •=. (4.104)
/? LQ JO Px Px P

The new "Hamiltonian" is transformed to

-pz = ^pz + ^l = -p + p£- + & (4 105)

The old coordinates and the new coordinates are related through

A U M U • (4.106)
?') \C D) \?* "

where

(4.107)

G \z) = —=== I — cos tp — sin (p , Dlz) = \ -^ \ cos <p -\ su
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Changing the independent variable from z back to t in Eq. (4.105), we have the real

Hamiltonian

H ~ y/p*c* + m2cA + (3~- + pc-zj. (4.109)

Thus, the equation of motion in the transformed phase space (x,px, z,pz) is completely

the same as in the continuous potential case of Section 4.2.1. We can also quantize

the system by using the Klein-Gordon equation and obtain the transverse quantum

level nx that is ultimately connected with the transverse normalized emittance. To

calculate the expected rate of change for the traverse levels n s , we combine Eq. (4.65)

and (3.122) to obtain

-w/iX-4.110)

Suppose (9,<f>) are the emission angles defined in Section 3.1.5, the two polarization

vectors are then given by

ei = (cos 6 cos (f), cos 9 sin </>, — sin 9), e^ — (sin <p, — cos </>, 0).

(4.111)

In order to evaluate the matrix element of Eq. (4.110), we must transform all the

operators to the new phase space. For example, the velocity operator is given by

(p — eA)c2 c2 . . .
v —- = — \Px-i 0,Pz ~ eAz),

E E
c2 / dF

= d C i + Dpx, 0, pz + — + pkxx
2

Unlike in Section 4.2.1, although pz is an invariant, the integration over z does not

yield momentum conservation in z direction because of the z dependence in the

velocity operator and in the radiation field operator which has a factor

ik-r ik(x sin 8cos (j>+z cos 8)

ik[(Ax+Bpx) sin 8 cos <j>+z cos 8] (A 1 1 Q \

=eikzcos9 [-L + ik(M + B~^ s i n ^ C 0 S ( ^ + O{X*)] .
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For simplicity, we assume the transverse oscillation amplitude is small so that we

can use the dipole approximation [25, 27] to neglect terms of order x2, xpx and px in

Eqs. (4.112) and (4.113). First, we write Eq. (4.110) as

/dnx

\ dt
nxf pxf

5nx fdSl [dco U elC

J J (27T) 2eQEiEfh
|M2|2) ,

where

dz
= I -j-exp

dz
= I — exp

i(p«z2>t_»COBe\z
h e }

• (Pzi-Pzf W a \

i ( — cos 8 I z
n c

(nxf\O2(z)\nxi), (4.115)

and

Oi(z) =[C(z)x + D(z)px] cos6cos4> — pz (— i— J [A(z)x + B(z)px] sin26cos<f>,

02{z) =[C(z)x + D(z)]px sin (f>. (4.116)

Secondly, we express x and px in terms of the raising and lowing operators the har-

monic oscillator [47]:

x = (4.117)

with

ax\nxi) = - 1), ax\nxi) = \fnxi + l\nxi + 1).

(4.118)

Insert Eq. (4.117) and Eq. (4.108) into Eq. (4.116), we have

fph
cos 9 cos (f) +

+ i (—\ J Y sin2 9 cos (j> \J~fixe-il('ax + </&;
(4.119)
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We can Fourier expand all the z dependence of the operator coefficients, keeping

in mind that we have by design

P*(z) = (3x(z + Lo), px(-z) = (3x(z). (4.120)

Suppose we define

2

where the Fourier coefficients are

rL0/2
= //

-Lo/2

By using the relation

/ p-V&e&expl+imz^). (4.123)

(4,24)

and integration by parts for Eq. (4.122), we obtain

Lo/2 dz r- ±itp ( 2n\ .(2-Km 11 \ fLo/2 dz r- ±itp (

Pj J-L0/2
Lo VL0/2o V 0 / \o Py^-,^^

(4.125)

from which we deduce that

tfTm = ^ t (4-126)

Substituting Eq. (4.121) into Eq. (4.115), we have

[ph v ^ f dz [\ f 8pz u n 2?rm\ 1 ,t n_.
M' = f i E / z;exp • ( T + 7C 0 S"+IT) 2 x (4127)

[cos e cos (f){nxf |(F-OJB + F+a+)In^} + i - sin2 9cos ^(n^ | (G~a x + G + 4 )

„ / p ^ ^ f dz
M2 = V2 S y ̂
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By now we have completely separated the longitudinal integration from the transverse

one. Integrating over z yields a Dirac S function that expresses the momentum

conservation between the electron, the photon and the lattice mode (phonon) in the

z direction:

27T?Ti

5pzc= -hcucos6-hc——. (4.128)

Together with the energy conservation between the electron and the photon (SE =

—fouj), we can determine the change of the transverse quantum level nx. When the

oscillation amplitude is small, u)x ~ (/3c)/ft remains constant, then we have

2TT??7

5nxhux = 5E- p8pzc ~ -fiw(l - (3cos9) + hj3c——. (4.129)
LQ

In contrast to a continuous focusing channel, we cannot uniquely determine the

sign of 5nx by Eq. (4.129). Quantum excitation to the transverse quantum level

can exist in an alternating-gradient focusing system because the electron can absorb

lattice modes while emitting a photon. Eq. (4.129) can be treated as a dispersion

relation that determines the photon frequency:

- = & (2nm - 5-^) (A 130}
c (l-/?cos0) V £o P ) ' { }

If we restrict ourselves to the situation /3 > L0/(2TT) (corresponding to the phase

advance per period is small compared with 2n), and since the dipole selection rule is

nxf = nxi ± 1, then we have these three cases:

m =0, 8nx = — 1, damping;

m >0, 5nx = — 1, damping;

m >0, 5nx= + l, anti-damping and excitation.

By using Eq. (4.125), the orthogonality of the delta functions with different mode
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number m, and the dispersion relation Eq. (4.130), we obtain

Pxf

+00

1
U 1

0 -ujfi)\M2\
2 =

,-i + +i) o

Hence the summation over nxf in Eq. (4.110) is greatly simplified by the Kronecker 5

functions in Eq. (4.131) to give the expected rate of change for the transverse quantum

level:
2

dnx e2c f
16^Ej ( l -

+00

-E

cos 9 — (3

+00

lV + f
m=l v ° ^ 7 m=l v " ^ 7 J

where we have replaced nXi by nx without ambiguity.

Integration over the solid angle in Eq. (4.132) yields 8TT72/3 to the leading order.

In the limit of continuous focusing, the focusing function kx is a constant, and only

|F0 |2 = I//? = \fk~x term contributes to Eq. (4.132). For this special case, we now

have

TT272 1 2rece2c
(4.133)

dt I 167r2e0£ 3 ft x 3

If we define the energy-independent focusing strength Kx — Ekx = "ymc2kx, and

multiply both sides of Eq. (4.133) by h, we recover the exponential damping Eq. (4.84)

without any quantum excitation.

With the help of Eq. (4.126), we can write Eq. (4.132) as

dnx

~dt
2rec

ry E
(4.134)
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The first term in the bracket is radiation damping and the second one is quantum

excitation. Furthermore, another suggestive form can be written by considering

dz LVVA* VSr / V Jo / W J V Jo 0xj , „ , _
(4.135)

where Eq. (A.23) is used to reach the right hand side. Using this equation and

integration by part for Eq. (4.122), we have

dz ( j3' i \ fl.f
zdz\ [ .

A ^ ) exp \±iL %)exp r

Thus,

where

Eq

(°
\

. (4.134)

lnx\ \
dt /

i f-Lo/2

J-Lo/2

becomes

2recy f v

3 L

dz

Lo

•00
— \

m=—oo

. 27rm\
exp +iz-—

V L0 J

\D-\2 I V l ID+I2

torn . l V ( V

L + ̂ J m=l ̂  Lo ^J (4.137)

= / -ry/Kk^exp +imz— . (4.138)
J-Lo/2Lo V ^0 /-Lo/2

Therefore, the equilibrium transverse energy level (as well as the equilibrium normal-

ized transverse emittance) can be obtained by setting Eq. (4.134) or (4.137) to zero

for any periodic focusing system.

We can perform another integration by parts on the Fourier coefficient Df^:

fLo/2 J / pz T \ r fy-jrm 1 \ 1
L>m = / -j^VPxkxexp I ±i I — I exp \+iz I —— =)=-=! (4.139)

J-L0/2L0 V Jo PxJ L V Lo p J \
i rL°i2 dz r . (2-Km i \ i d r /T-, / , . r ^ M

= - 7 v- / -7- exp +iz —— T -5 I "T V P««* exp ±z / — J .
J2|m T I W - L o / 2 ^O L V ̂ o Pj\dz[v V io ^ y j

In an idealized FODO lattice where the focusing function kx is piecewise constant

with the magnitude given by k0 (Fig. 4.4), the derivative of kx is a series of delta
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functions at the discontinuities, and hence the last integration is still integrable. We

can now estimate the upper bound for \D^\2 for the FODO lattice when the magnet

length L is small compared with the lattice period Lo [78]:

±\2< (4.140)

where /3+ and f3x are the beta function at the center of the focusing and the defocusing

quadrupoles, respectively. If we use the thin lens approximation and define the focal

length / = (ftoL)""1, and the FODO parameter K = 2 / /L 0 [78], then we have

+ Lo K(K
Px 2 and

_ Lo K(K -
Px o

2

Hence the upper bound for the quantum excitation term is given by

+oo

(4.141)

£ 1 +\2

—* (2-rrm l
= 1 V Lo -?

^ (m -
(4.142)

where \ix = LO/(2TT/?) ~ 2/K < 1 is the betatron phase advance per cell (in fraction

of 2?r). The summation on the right hand side of Eq. (4.142) can be expressed as the

generalized Riemann's Zeta function C(3, — fJ,x) [22] and is clearly convergent. When

Hx <sJC 1, the summation approaches a numerical value given by ("(3) ~ 1.20206.

The dominant contribution of radiation damping comes from the average focusing

effect which is the m = 0 term, with

2
- | 2

pLo/2 i

J-Lo/2 Lo

3 ^ 2 (4.143)

We can estimate the summation from m = 1 to +oo and from m = — 1 to —oo the

same way as the quantum excitation summation, and they cancel each other to a very

large degree. Thus, the final equilibrium energy level is given by

?-\2 Lo
L n6^

This equation clearly shows that the equilibrium energy level is no more than a few

for a FODO lattice, and the equilibrium emittance obtainable in a straight FODO
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A kx

k0

Figure 4.4: The focusing function in an idealized FODO lattice.

channel is close to the Compton wavelength. Therefore, even though quantum ex-

citation to the transverse emittance is not totally forbidden in a periodic focusing

channel because the lattice modes can provide the additional longitudinal recoil, the

probability of quantum excitation is small in a relatively smooth focusing system.

We can also compute the expected rate of energy loss (the negative of the radiated

power) by replacing 8nx with

Sn7
5E = — fiuj = —he P

(1-0COS0)
(4.145)

in Eq. (4.110), we then arrive at

dE

~dt

2rehc2j3 4-oo +00

: E ra' + El^l2 (4.146)

When nx is large, we can drop the second term in the bracket and use the Parseval's

Theorem [3] for

+2°
E

rL0/2 ,

J-Ln/2 Lo

(4.147)
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hence we obtain

/ dE\ 2rPhnrc
2^3 fL°/2 dz

\ dt / 3
Lo/2

/
3mc y_Lo/2 Lo p

where Jx ~ hnx is the transverse action, Kx = Ekx is the focusing strength and

the integration over z can be regarded as the average of the square of the transverse

focusing force Kxx, coinciding with Eq. (3.33).

4.4 Bent Focusing Systems

In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we show that the radiation reaction in a focusing channel is

fundamentally different from a bending magnet in an electron storage ring. Although

the transverse focusing quadrupoles are present in a storage ring to confine the beam,

and they can modify the individual radiation damping rates by coupling with the

bending fields in a combined-function system (i.e., through the damping partition

parameter 2?), their contributions to the overall radiation effects are usually negligible

compared to the bending dipoles in a normal storage ring. In this section, we study

the radiation effects in a storage system with arbitrarily strong bending and focusing

present. The general results obtained here unify the two limiting cases of Section 4.1

and Section 4.2, and also point to an interesting regime that might be useful for

ultra-low emittance generation.

4.4.1 Limitations of the Quasiclassical Approach

Before we proceed with the general treatment, let us examine closely the underlying

assumptions in the quasiclassical approach outlined in Section 4.1.1. In a normal elec-

tron storage ring, the length associated with a typical photon emission (the radiation

formation length) is on the order of p/7. The standard treatment of quantum excita-

tion can be quasiclassical because the radiation formation length is much shorter than

the oscillation wavelengths associated with all three degrees of freedom. Thus, one
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can model the radiation to be instantaneous with a continuous spectrum of frequen-

cies and treat the quantum nature of radiation as fluctuations about the average rate,

as we did in Section 4.1. In Ref. [72, 73], radiation damping and quantum excitation

were analyzed by a rigorous quantum mechanical approach for a weak focusing syn-

chrotron. The results agree with those of Section 4.1 and confirm the quasiclassical

picture of quantum excitation.

In a straight focusing channel, although we follow the steps of the quasiclassical

approach to look for the change of the transverse action after a photon emission, the

treatment for the lack of quantum excitation is quantum mechanical because we do

not invoke any quasiclassical assumptions for this purpose. Instead, we only use the

invariants of the system in the absence of radiation to characterize the changes due

to emissions of photons. The translational invariance plus the energy conservation

uniquely determine the sign of these changes. The radiation reaction to the transverse

action can then be calculated quasiclassically because there is no quantum excitation

(thus no h involved) in a straight focusing system.

When we move to a bent system, the translational invariance is nonexistent and

the sign of changes of the transverse actions becomes undetermined. There could

be quantum excitation to the horizontal and vertical actions. As the strength of

the transverse focusing increases or as the bending field gradually decreases, the

radiation formation length and the transverse oscillation wavelengths may become

comparable. The radiation in this case cannot be regarded as instantaneous, and

thus the quasiclassical picture of quantum excitation fails because we do not know

how an instantaneous quantity such as x and x' changes. It is therefore necessary to

invoke a quantum mechanical perturbation approach [25, 27, 31, 33] to calculate the

transition rate and the change of transverse quantum levels, which are then related

back to the transverse actions and emittances.

4.4.2 Suppression of Transverse Excitation

We consider here a simple model of storage rings with a continuous, linear focusing

field around a circular electron orbit provided by a uniform magnetic field. The
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model for the focusing field used below is electrostatic in origin such as that created

by a dilute cloud of positive ions. The more realistic magnetic focusing field will be

discussed later. Suppose that a reference electron with momentum po has a circular

trajectory with radius p, the three components of the vector potential A for the

uniform bending field in the familiar curvilinear coordinates system (x, s, y) are given

by Eq. (A.8) by setting the quadrupole focusing function kq = 0:

Ax =

As =

— U,

X X X'
(4.149)

We assume the constant focusing strengths Kx in the horizontal x direction and Ky

in the vertical y direction, the total energy of the electron can be decomposed as

E =

( 4 - 1 5 0 )

where

Es =

- K i

- Kx+

x£ = (equilibrium orbit)

and u),, -

are all functions of ps. Thus, both transverse motions are harmonic oscillations

that are coupled with the longitudinal momentum. Following the treatment of Sec-

tion 4.2.1, the eigenenergies of the electron in this system are

E(nx, ny,ps) = Es nx
- ny

(4.152)
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and the eigenstates are

with

(4.153)

where nx and ny are the transverse quantum levels, Cn = (2nn\<s/ir) l is the normal-

ization constant, XQ = \Jhc2/Escux and yo = y/hc2/Esujy are the respective ground

state (nXtV = 0) oscillation amplitudes, and Hn is the nth order Hermite polynomial.

Both the eigenenergies and eigenstates are functions of nx, ny and ps, the quantum

numbers that correspond to the invariant horizontal action, the vertical action and

the canonical momentum conjugate to the s variable.

The change of the transverse quantum levels nx>y due to spontaneous radia-

tion is described by Eq. (4.65), with the transition rate dWji from an initial state

Wxh nyiiVsi) to a final state \nxf, nyf,psf) by spontaneously emitting a photon k = kn

into the range dk is still given by Eq. (3.122), i.e.,

dk ef
(2TT)3 2e0fuv

f - 2

/ drxp*f(r) ] T ex •
(4.154)

The electron velocity operator, when expressed in the Cartesian coordinates, is

'•" eA)c2

v ~

ps-eAs . s
— - — i — s i n - ,
1 + X/p p

py,
. s

p xsi i i -
p

ps-eAs s
—-—]- cos-
1 + X/p p

where EQ is the synchronous energy and the momentum operators are

- -K9 n8

- tn—, Py- in—,

d
and ps — —ih—.

OS

,(4.155)

(4.156)
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Because of the curvilinear coordinates used for the electron, we do not have momen-

tum conservation between the electron and the photon in the s direction even though

the eigenstates of the electron have plane-wave form in s.

Since we are interested in the total radiation effects instead of the spectrum and

polarization properties of the emitted photons, we can sum over the photon polariza-

tion and integrate Eq. (4.154) over the momentum space of the photons. First, let us

expand the 8 function

I r+oo

(J(u> - o>») = 7T- / dte-^-"^, (4.157)
27T./-OO

and write Eq. (4.154) as

A—1
t I

x f dr2$f(r2)e
ik-r2(v2 • eA )#(n) , (4.158)

where v\^ is used to distinguish between the velocity operators that operate on

and r2, respectively. By applying the polarization sum

(4.159)
A = l

and introducing the Green's function [72]

G^)=-//
4TT

(4.160)

we obtain

/ ^ w / i < / /
(4.161)

x G(t, |n - ra|) (l - ^ ^ )

We make the change of variables 0 = (si — «2)/p and <f>' = (si + s2)/p. Insert
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Eq. (4.153) into Eq. (4.161) and integrate over ft, we arrive at

x Jdx1dx2dyldy2Xf(xl)Xf(x2)Yf(y1)Yf(y2)

x GVXi(x1)Xi(x2)Yi(yl)Yi(y2),

where the Green's function

G = [c2(t - ief - (p + xi)2 - (p + x2f + 2(p + xi)(p + x2) cos <f> -

and the factor

2 - 1

- y2f] ~*,
(4.163)

In the last equation, ps is the eigenvalue of both operators psi and ps2. We have used

the approximation that ps ~ p0 because it is sufficient to consider the case when the

electron is initially on the ideal circular orbit.

For simplicity, we consider small transverse oscillations in the weak undulator

regime (i.e., 7 ^ -C 1 and 7$% C l ) . Thus, we can use the dipole approximation [25,

27] by expanding all the operators to the first order in x or px, as we did in Eq. (4.164).

We can also neglect the small betatron frequency shifts due to their ps dependence.

From Eq. (4.152), we obtain

~ v(psi - psf)/n + ujx(nxi - nxf) + ujy(nyi - nyf), (4.165)

with v = PQC2/E0. However, the change of the equilibrium orbit must be properly

taken into account. Expanding the final horizontal wavefunction in terms of the initial

equilibrium orbit displacement, we have

1 +

(4-166)
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Introduce the notation (pSi — psf)p/h = I, nxf — nXi = 5nx and nyf — nyi = Sny, we

arrive at

f+0° f2w d<j> \ ( vt\
I dtexp[—i(8nxu)x + 8nyuy)t] / — exp \il I (j> I

7-oo J-2*^ L V PJ

x / dx1dx2dyidy2Xnxf(x1)Xnxf(x2)Ynyf(y1)Ynyf(y2)

GVXnxi (Xl)Xnxi (x2)Ynyi (yi)Ynyi (jft,),

txP2 ,
x(4.167)

where we have dropped the subscript ps from all the transverse wavefunctions to

simplify the notations.

From Eq. (4.65), the expected rate of change of the horizontal quantum number

is given by

irixf-nxi)Wfi=
Snx,5ny,l

The sum over / can be first carried out using the set of relations

7)] = 2<(^-f}' <4-169)
where 5P(4>) is the periodic delta function with periodicity 2?r, and the prime means

derivative with respect to (f>. Integration by parts over <f> yields

/ dnx \ e2c

\dt
x z2 / dtexp [-K^x^x + 5nyu)y)i\ (4.170)

Xn J-00-00
ly

dx1dx2dy1dy2Xnxf(xl)Xnxf(x2)Ynyf(y1)Ynyf(y2) 11 - JT^-QT

l -

where the derivative with respect to 0 is to be evaluated at <f> — vt/p due to the delta

functions in Eq. (4.169).
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The Green's function in Eq. (4.163) plays the role of determining the major con-

tribution of the time integral. Let us define a dimensionless time variable r = ct/p

and expand cos0 in the denominator of Eq. (4.163) to obtain

- l
X2

p

- V2 -2

(4.171)

where / ( r , <j>) = (r - ie)2 - 4>2 + </>4/12 ~ r2(7~2 + r2/12) since <f> = vt/p. The time

integral is significant only when r ~ <f> ~ I /7 , or ct ~ p/7 (the radiation formation

length). Thus, we can also expand Eq. (4.164) for small (f> to obtain

72 2
PylPy2C2 y.2

l\,2

We can further expand the Green's function to order x2 jp2 and y2/'p2:

?\l +
p2 P + P + p2 •p + p2 I 2 .

(4.172)

(4.173)

To evaluate the integrals of the transverse coordinates in Eq. (4.170), let us write

the coordinates and the momenta of Eq. (4.172), and Eq. (4.163) in terms of the raising

and the lowering operators (a and at) of the transverse harmonic oscillators [47]:

(4.174)

Py = y = (a ,+ 4 ) . (4.175)

Applying Eq. (4.174) to the horizontal wavefunctions leads to three types of selection

rule for 5nx. Those generated by constant terms have the selection rule Snx = 0, and

thus have no contribution to the summation over S due to the multiplying factor 5nx

in Eq. (4.170). Those generated by terms proportional to pxiPx2, X\X2, pxiX2 and pX2Xi

have the selection rule 5nx = ±1 , and are the lowest order terms. Those generated

by a;2:*:2, x\xipX2 and X\px\x\ have the selection rule 5nx = ±2, but they are higher

order terms in j9p [25], and will be ignored (consistent with the dipole approximation).
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Thus, the summation over 8nx can be greatly reduced by the selection rule 5nx = ±1.

Similarly, applying Eq. (4.175) to the vertical wavefunctions leads to the same three

types of selection rule for 5ny. The leading order terms (in j6p) are those correspond

to the selection rule 5ny = 0, and the integration over y variables simply collapse the

vertical wavefunctions to identity. Let us define for convenience a weighted average

of an operator Q

(Q)x = J2Snxe-i5n^T 11 dx1dx2Xna/{x1)Xnm/(x2)QXnmi(x1)Xnat{x2),
5nx (4.176)

where vx = p//3x is roughly the horizontal tune for this smooth storage ring and

Px — c/ux is the reduced betatron wavelength or the average beta function. Use

Eq. (4.118) and write nxi as nx, we obtain

nxe^ - (nx + l)e'

= i [nxe
iv*T + (nx + l ) e - ^ T ] . (4.177)

Equation (4.170) can now be reduced to

dt
(4.178)

4 r 2 -

2/ vxP

The time integral can be performed using the residue technique in the complex r

plane (Fig. 4.5). Since vx > 0, we can close the contour in the upper-half plane to

compute the integral of the type

dreiv*T

• d

(n-1)! \dr

T = 0



Figure 4.5: Contours of integration for Eqs. (4.179) and (4.180).

and then close the contour in the lower-half plane to compute the integral
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we can write Eq. (4.178) as

! dnx

\\dt I jp2 x (4.182)

1

IT
1
-I

L7

Ai

vt

1 ((2,3) - (4, 2 ) ) + 1 ((0,3)-(2, 2))

After some lengthy but straightforward algebraic manipulations, we obtain
,,3Idnx

\~~dT i |
recj3

144d
(4.183)

where

Fx(s,.) = 5 5 ^ + 330s,. + 262\/3<^ + 300^ + 48\/3<4 (4.184)

and Ca; = {p/l)/Px is the ratio of the radiation formation length to the reduced

horizontal betatron wavelength.

Similarly, we can find the expected rate of change for the vertical quantum number

with the selection rules 5nv = ±1 and 8nx — 0 to obtain

rec [+°°
9 /

Tcy D I
" fy J—oo

dT & + ( ? + T

IP2

rec v.
IP
9 r

3~
rec7

3

p 2
(4.185)
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where

Fyfo) = ISVS + 30$, + 12\/3?J. (4.186)

and qy = (p/rf/Py is the ratio of the radiation formation length to the reduced vertical

betatron wavelength py = c/uy.

From Eq. (4.64), the transverse action J (Jx or Jy) is related to the transverse

quantum levels n (nx or ny) by J = h(n + | ) . Thus, we have

'dJx

dt

dt

= -n

-4)-h

(4.187)

(4.188)

where Fj, = 2cre7
3/(3p2) is the characteristic damping coefficient due to the bending

field (i.e. Eq. (4.4)). Equations (4.187) and (4.188) describe the general results of

radiation (anti-) damping (the first term) and quantum excitation (the second term)

to the transverse actions in this combined-function system when the betatron oscil-

lation amplitudes are small. The relative amount of radiation damping and quantum

excitation in each transverse plane can be determined by a single dimensionless pa-

rameter <;x or qy respectively, which is a measure of the radiation formation length in

units of the reduced betatron wavelength.

In normal synchrotrons and storage rings, the radiation formation length is much

shorter than the reduced betatron wavelength, i.e., p/y <C (3x,y or qxy <g; 1, Equa-

tions (4.187) and (4.188) become

dJx

~dT

dt

= — F/,

= - r h

96(p/7)3

h
2

(4.189)

(4.190)

Compared with Eqs. (4.29) and (4.38), both Eqs. (4.189) and (4.190) give the same

results on radiation damping and quantum excitation as using the quasiclassical ap-

proach in a smooth storage ring. Note that the first term of Eq. (4.189) is anti-

damping instead of damping because the combined-function system studied here has

a negative horizontal damping partition number (Jx = — 1).
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In the opposite limit where p —» oo (a straight focusing channel), we have p/7 ^>

0x,v or qx,y > 1, both Eqs. (4.187) and (4.188) reduce to

=-r'JjI^), (4.191)
dt I V ; V

) M ) M ) < (4192)

where T*>y = T^y = 2reKXjy/(3mec) is the damping constant due to the focusing

field defined in Eq. (4.84). No quantum excitation is induced in the straight system

because (m,n) = 0 in Eq. (4.180), and the selection rules becomes 8nx = —1 and

5ny = 0 or vice versa. As discussed in Section 4.2.4, the fundamental emittance

Ac/2 can in principle be reached in the ideal focusing channel in both transverse

dimensions.

In the intermediate regime where the radiation formation length is on the order

of the reduced betatron wavelength (p/7 ~ (3Xjy or qXjV ~ 1), the horizontal action

turns to damping instead of antidamping in this combined function system, while

the damping of the vertical action is enhanced by a factor of two than that from

the bending alone. What's more, the rates of quantum excitation in both transverse

dimensions are exponentially suppressed according to Eqs. (4.187) and (4.188) and

start to depart from the results based on the quasiclassical approach (see Fig. 4.6).

Thus, the fundamental emittance can be approached very closely in such a focusing-

dominated system. A physical interpretation can be given as follows: The transverse

energy levels of the electron are well separated as a result of the strong focusing forces.

Radiative transition to higher transverse levels becomes impossible for the electron

with almost all photon emissions, and hence the quantum excitation is suppressed by

the focusing environment.

4.4.3 Longitudinal Considerations

We are mostly interested in the regime when the radiation formation length is on

the order of the transverse betatron wavelength (qx<y ~ 1) and when the transverse

oscillation amplitudes are small (j6p'y C l ) . In this regime, the average radiated



Figure 4.6: Horizontal and vertical quantum excitation rate in units of T^h, predicted
by (a) the quasi-classical model, i.e., the second terms of Eqs. (4.189) and (4.190),
and (b) the quantum mechanical perturbation approach, i.e., the second terms of
Eqs. (4.187) and (4.188).
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energy loss comes predominately from the bending field rather than from the focusing

field because

XdE/dt)t *£ff 1

We assume the average radiated energy loss is replenished by RF acceleration.

The damping of the energy spread is achieved through the fact that the higher en-

ergy electrons lose more energy than the lower energy electrons. The energy spread

may be due to the initial beam preparation, or may as well arise from the amplitude

dependence of the radiated power in the focusing field (see Eq. (4.93)). The equilib-

rium energy spread is reached when the damping effect balances the average effect of

quantum radiation. Since the synchrotron oscillation frequency is always much less

than the transverse betatron oscillation frequencies (i.e., UJS <C <jox,y), the radiation

formation length is always much smaller than the reduced synchrotron wavelength.

Thus, the instantaneous picture of quantum emission is still valid in the longitudinal

phase space and the results on the longitudinal damping and excitation derived in

Section 4.1.3 follow. For example, the longitudinal damping rate and the equilibrium

RMS energy spread are still given by Eq (4.48) and (4.51) respectively.

We note that all of the above results can be extended to alternating-gradient

focusing systems when longitudinal variations of both bending and focusing fields

are short compared with the radiation formation length. The generalization of the

individual damping rate is straightforward. Combining the above analysis in this

section and that of Section 4.3, we expect that the damping partition numbers for all

three degrees of freedom are given by

T — 1 T) _i_ (-*-/^)s <T _ 1 i W ^ V S T _ o_i_T>
JX — I — V ~\ , Jy — 1 "I , Js — Z+ V,

72(l/p2)s 72(1/P2)S
(4.194)

Obviously, the Robinson damping criterion is modified because of the enhancement

of radiation damping due to the transverse focusing forces. The rate of quantum

excitation is slightly more complicated in an alternating-gradient system. However,

we expect the exponential suppression factor exp(—2-\/Z<;Xjy) remain the same as in
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the smooth system. Thus, the equilibrium transverse emittances may be substan-

tially reduced because of the enhancement of radiation damping and the exponential

suppression of quantum excitation due to very strong focusing.

4.4.4 A Focusing-dominated Damping Ring

In this section, we provide preliminary lattice considerations on a focusing-dominated

damping ring based on the results obtained in the previous sections. Suppose that

the ring is composed of many repetitive FODO cells. Each cell of length 4L consists

of four basic elements of equal length L: focusing quad, bend, defocusing quad, and

another identical bend. Both quads have the same field gradient g. Furthermore,

we assume that the phase advance per cell is 60 degrees. If we treat the bending as

gradual and the cell as a basic FODO cell with drift space 2L, we obtain [29]

L[cm]=( folMeVl V'\ ( 4 1 % )

The average beta function (or the reduced betatron wavelength) for the 60 degrees

cell is

By choosing the average bending radius p ~ 7/5, quantum excitation is kept at the

very low level because of Eq. (4.187) and Eq. (4.188). Thus, the equilibrium emittance

can be on the order of the Compton wavelength.

These simple lattice scaling formulas suggest that in order to design a compact

ring, it is favorable to use high-gradient focusing quads and low-energy electron

beams. As an example, if we assume that permanent-magnet quads have a field

gradient g — 4 Tesla/cm, and we take the electron energy to be EQ = 25 MeV, we

then arrive at

L~1.0cm, ^ ~ 3.9 cm, p~1 .9m. (4.197)

The transverse damping rate is about the same for both the focusing effect and

the bending effect since p/j ~ ft. The two damping constants are

Tb = Tc = 0.11 sec"1. (4.198)
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This is very slow damping even in a storage ring because the energy of the electron

beam is low.

The transverse size that corresponds to the Compton -wavelength is

= 18 nm. (4.199)

The energy loss per turn is mainly due to the bends, as long as the betatron amplitude

is not too large. Thus, we have

(AE) = ^TbE0 = 0.11 eV. (4.200)

It can be replenished by either RF or betatron-type acceleration. The equilibrium

energy spread is determined by Eq. (4.51) with Js = 2:

However, at such low energy, the space charge effects are significant. It might be

conceivable to operate the ring below the transition energy 7(raec
2 when

| - It > 7 (4-202)

is satisfied, then the Coulomb interaction between electrons, together with the exter-

nal focusing environment, tend to stabilize the beam by the crystallization effect [76].

Other collective effects such as wakefields and beam-gas scattering can also influence

the stability of the system and may determine the final beam emittance. These effects

have yet to be studied in this new regime of operation.



Chapter 5

Laser-Electron Storage Ring

In the preceding chapter we investigated different characteristics of radiation damping

and quantum excitation in bending systems and focusing systems. We point out that

the focusing environment can lead to a very quiet damped system with the potential

of reaching the fundamental emittance. However, as we see from Section 4.4.4, the

damping rate in a focusing-dominated ring is very slow unless we go to very high

electron energy with correspondingly increased number of focusing elements. Thus,

the intensity of such a cold electron beam is often limited by the collective growth

effects such as space charge and wakefields.

Traditionally, the increase of the damping rate in a storage ring is achieved through

the insertion wigglers [78]. The effect of these damping wigglers is to generate a lot

more (undulator) radiation while keeping quantum excitation in check. This can

be done by placing the wigglers in the dispersion free region of the storage ring.

Recently, Telnov pointed out [75] that with a sufficiently intense laser pulse, a high

energy electron beam can be cooled significantly during a single collision with the

laser pulse. When the maximum energy of the scattered photons is small compared

with the electron energy, the process of laser-electron interaction can be viewed either

as Thomson scattering [35] or as undulator radiation, and hence the term "Radiative

Laser cooling" [40] is invoked to distinguish from laser cooling that utilizes an atomic

transition [66]. Later, Huang and Ruth proposed [30, 32] a compact laser-electron

storage ring (LESR) where radiative laser cooling is used to overcome the space charge

98
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effects encountered in a medium energy circular machine for electron beam cooling

or x-ray generation.

In this chapter we introduce the concept of radiative laser cooling in analogy to

wiggler damping and investigate the basic principle of a laser-electron storage ring.

The beam dynamics in such a storage ring are somewhat different than a normal

storage ring because of the existence of radiative laser cooling and the significant

space charge effects in the energy range we consider. We then discuss some basic

configurations and illustrate the potential applications of the laser-electron storage

ring as a compact electron damping ring and an intense x-ray lithography source.

5.1 Radiative Laser Cooling

Many schemes of laser-electron interaction have been proposed for various applica-

tions such as compact x-ray sources [74, 17, 41, 80], 7-7 colliders [65], and electron-

beam diagnostics [67]. The basic principle is Compton (or Thomson) scattering off a

high-energy electron beam with an intense laser pulse to produce the desired photon

spectrum. Recent experiments at SLAC [9] and LBNL [60] have shown the practi-

cality of such schemes. More recently, Telnov pointed out [75] that the process of

laser-electron interaction is also a radiation damping process for the phase space of

the electron beam and can be used to "cool" multi-GeV electrons for linear collider

applications.

The motion of the electron in a laser field is equivalent to that in an undulator.

Suppose the laser propagates in the —z direction, then the laser field satisfying the

wave equation is

E = -£oxe-ikLZ~iulL\ B = -(-z x E), (5.1)

where UL = co^/c = 2%/XL, and A^ is the laser wavelength. An electron traveling

along z' = /3ct direction makes an angle 9e with the z axis prior to the interaction

(Fig. 5.1), the electron "sees" the electric and magnetic fields as

jg __ _£ £e~ikLz' cos8e-ikLz'//3 g __ ̂ 0_"e-ikLz'cos9e-ikLz'//3 /g 2)



Figure 5.1: The coordinates for laser-electron interaction.

Thus, the laser field acts like a static wiggler or undulator prescribed by Eq. (5.4).

The scattered photon spectrum from the laser-electron interaction can be viewed as

undulator radiation which has been discussed in Section 3.1.5.

Radiative laser cooling of electron beams is then very similar to wiggler damp-

ing [78]. When an electron counter-propagates through an intense laser pulse, it

radiates energy in the form of scattered photons. Taking j5 ~ 1 and 9e = 0 in

Eq. (5.4), we have
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On average, the electron loses momenta in all three degrees of freedom to the scattered

photons, so that both the transverse position and the direction does not change. Thus,

the transverse normalized emittances damp proportionally to the energy decrement.

If the initial energy and the initial transverse normalized emittance are Eo and eno,

then we have

E
£n = -ET^no < £no for E < Eo. (5.8)

In Ref. [75], Telnov estimated that a 5 GeV electron can lose 90% of its initial energy

in one single passage of a laser pulse with a flash energy of a few Joules. Thus, the

normalized transverse emittances (in both x and y directions) of the electron beam

would be reduced by a factor of 10. However, the energy spread induced in the process

is quite large (more than 10%), and long sections of linac with a large energy gain

are required to re-accelerate the beam back to its initial high energy. To significantly

reduce the emittance, multiple cooling stages with special focusing systems would be

necessary. Thus, this scheme does not seem very practical.

5.2 Beam Dynamics in a LESR

In this section we study a laser-electron storage ring (LESR) [32] where radiative

laser cooling (RLC) is used to overcome the intrabeam scattering (IBS) effect [53]

encountered in a circular machine when the beam energy is only a few MeV up to a

few hundred MeV. The LESR makes use of both electron beam storage ring technology

as well as laser developments. The basic idea is shown in Fig. 5.2. An electron beam

is injected into a storage ring and at the same time an intense laser pulse is built up

inside a high-finesse optical resonator. The laser light path is chosen to match exactly

the time it takes for the electron to circulate once around the ring so that a focused

electron beam repeatedly encounters the light pulse at the focus of the resonator each

turn. Normally, in the absence of the laser the electron beam would damp at the

rate determined by the time it takes to radiate its complete energy in the bending

magnets in the ring. In the LESR, the laser pulse acts like an extremely strong

damping wiggler or undulator, and the fast radiative laser cooling leads to a very low



Figure 5.2: The schematic diagram of a laser-electron storage ring.

emittance beam for very moderate electron energy (around 100 MeV). As the beam

circulates around the ring, the lost energy is restored by an RF accelerating system,

as in a normal storage ring. This cooling effect can be also utilized as a stabilization

mechanism to maintain a highly intense bunch of electrons for Compton scattering,

even when the energy range of these electrons is less than 10 MeV. Therefore, such a

compact LESR can be configured either for the production of low emittance electron

beams or as a high intensity x-ray source.

5.2.1 Damping and Excitation in a Laser Field

For electrons in the energy range of a few MeV to a few hundred MeV, the normal

radiation damping and quantum excitation from the bending magnets is negligible

compared with those from the laser field. Thus, the central part of this device is the

interaction between the electron and the laser beams. To illustrate the underlying

physical effects, let us consider a diffraction limited laser beam that has a Gaussian
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profile:

(z + ctf x2 + y2

I(x,y,z,t) = Joexp — (5.9)

where IQ is the peak intensity, aL is the RMS laser pulse length, and aw is the RMS

transverse size (one half of the waist in the laser terminology [68]). Suppose that the

laser pulse length is short compared with the Rayleigh range of the optical resonator

ZR- We can then neglect the longitudinal variation of ow at the focus of the resonator

when interacting with the electron beam (see Fig. 5.3). Thus, we have [68]

Similarly, we assume that the electron pulse length is much smaller than the beta

function at the interaction region. Electron trajectories can then be assumed to be

parallel to the z-axis. The trajectory of a particular electron is

x = Xi, y — yi, z = Zi + ct. (5.11)

The intensity "felt" by this electron as a function of time is then

Insert this into Eq. (5.7) and integrate the radiated power over time, we obtain the

energy loss of this electron after passing through the laser pulse

We have assumed that the energy loss is small compared with the energy of the

electron itself so that 7 is approximately constant during the interaction, and that

the maximum energy loss is

^ ± ^ (M4)
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electron

laser pulse envelope

laser pulse

Figure 5.3: The laser-electron interaction region.

We can also define a laser flash energy as

EL — I I I I(x, y, z, t)dxdydt — Io2ira,

from which we can write Eq. (5.14) as

.2
•wO

(AE o =
32TT 32TT

(5.15)

(5.16)
3 4TT^ 0 3 ZRXL

Let rid be the minimum number of turns needed to damp away the electron's initial

energy EQ. In practical units, we can write

„ _ E _ 1.6 x ltf\L\iim]ZR[mm]

As an example, with the laser energy EL — 1 J and wavelength Â , ~ 1 //m, the

Rayleigh range ZR ~ 1 mm, and the electron energy 100 MeV, it takes at least

rid — 1600 turns for the electron to damp one e-folding, which is still much faster

than that in the SLC damping ring.

If To is the revolution time of the electron beam around the ring, the average

damping rate to the transverse action is then given by

(AE),1
dt EQT0

= TL exp xj+yf (5.18)

where TL = (A.E)o/EoTo is the characteristic laser damping rate. Thus, the individual

transverse damping rates are slightly different for electrons with different betatron

amplitudes.
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The laser-electron interaction also gives rise to quantum excitation of the trans-

verse emittances. The quantum statistical nature of photon scattering can in principle

have two effects on the transverse dynamics of the electron, a random displacement of

the reference orbit that depends on the energy of the electron (the dispersion effect),

and a sudden change of direction if the scattered photon does not exactly follow the

electron motion (the opening-angle effect). Since the interaction region is designed to

be free of dispersion, the only dispersion comes from the laser wiggler. The differential

equation for the dispersion function in the laser wiggler is

r/' = - = — sm(kuz), (5.19)
P Pu

where pu — ̂ mec/eBu = l/(ku0d), and 6d is the deflection angle. Thus, we obtain

rj' = — cos(kuz) =-0dcos(kuz),
k>uPu

V = T^-[l-sin(Ml = r[l-sin(M]- (5-20)
fcP

The dispersion effect is characterized by the H function defined in Section 4.1.2. For

the laser wiggler, we have fix ~ f3* >• Xu = A^/2, 0'x ~ 0 at the interaction region, so

that

n = hv2 + OW - f V)2} - PM2 = (3*x9d
2 cos2(kuz). (5.21)

x

Thus, the growth of the horizontal action due to the dispersion effect is

When the scattered photon does not exactly follow the direction of the electron,

the electron receives a transverse recoil from the scattered photon and changes its

direction by 59e = —husinO/Eo ~ —huj6/Eo, with 0 ~ 1/7 being the opening angle

of the scattered photon (Fig. 5.3). Project this change onto the x and y planes, the

resulting growths of the transverse actions due to this opening angle effect are

W, = »£«•*,'• g ) , (5.23)
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where /?* is the electron beta function in the x or y direction at the laser-electron

interaction region (IP), and <f> is the azimuthal angle of the scattered photon.

The total growth of the horizontal action is the sum of two effects. However, since

the undulator parameter (or the equivalent laser parameter)

Ku = y9d = eBu/kumec ~ 8.55 x 10~10 y/I\W/cm2]\L\pm] (5.24)

is much less than 1 unless / ~ 1018 W/cm2, the deflection angle 9$ under consideration

is always much smaller than the opening angle of the scattered photons 1/7. We can

then treat the laser pulse as a weak undulator and neglect quantum excitation due

to the dispersion effect compared to the opening angle effect. The power radiated by

electrons in a weak undulator is given by Eq. (3.106). Combining with Eq. (3.107)

and integrating over the time of interaction, we have the total number of scattered

photons by the ith electron into a given bandwidth du>:

.-, , 1 dE
fa fc, .2 1* ~\ ,. 1 • ~\ .. 1 r (5.25)

where (A.E)i is calculated in Eq. (5.13), and UJW = 1^/2UJU = 8TT72C/AL is the maximum

frequency at the forward direction determined by Eq. (3.84). The scattered photon

frequency to and the scattering angle 9 of the photon with respect to the direction of

the electron trajectory are related through

7rrW or ^ = ̂ (^-1). (5.26)
(1 + 726>2) 7 2 \ w /

Following Section 4.1.1 and with the help of Eq. (5.26), we can integrate the photon

distribution over the frequency range to obtain the expected quantum excitation of

the transverse actions per turn

( 2 2 , 3TT h

Since quantum excitation from the rest of the storage ring is negligible at the energy

range we consider, the average quantum excitation rate for the ith electron becomes

iJtx,y \ _ (A4,j/) _ 3TT h (AE)i Ply

~^W QE ~ ?o ~ T J^~E %
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We see that both the damping rate Eq. (5.18) and the excitation rate Eq. (5.28) are

proportional to (AE)i, which depends on Jl
xy nonlinearly. The balance between these

two rates cancels out the nonlinearity and leads to a minimum normalized transverse

emittances for the electron beam

3TT 7K
l£x,j/)min — ~^~~T~Px,yi (5.29)

where \ = h/mec is again the Compton wavelength of the electron. These minimum

normalized transverse emittances are independent of the energy and only depend

on the laser wavelength and the beta function at IP. From Eq. (5.29), we conclude

that in order to generate very low emittance electron beams, a reasonably small

(3*jV is necessary. For example, XL ~ 1 /xm and (3*>y ~ 1 cm set a lower limit on

the normalized transverse emittances at about 7.3 x 10"9 m, far below any known

sources. In addition, a small f3* is also necessary to focus the electron beam at the

interaction region in order to match the small focal spot size of the laser beam.

In the longitudinal dimension, the energy spread can be increased by the energy

fluctuation of the scattered photons. Following Section 4.1.3, the expected rate of

quantum excitation to the peak energy spread As

<6-30)

However, the energy spread is also damped as in a normal storage ring (see Eq. (4.48)):

1 /d(Aj)\ 2 (AB), _ f

The RMS energy spread is equal to l / \ /2 of the peak energy spread, which reaches

the minimum when the damping is balanced by the quantum excitation:

Thus, the minimum RMS energy spread obtainable in a LESR depends weakly on

the laser wavelength and the energy of the electrons. For example, when 100 MeV

electrons interact with 1 pm wavelength lasers, a minimum RMS energy spread is
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about 1.8%. In spite of the fact that the energy spread is relatively large due to the

hard photons scattered, it can actually help spread out the beam in the dispersive

regions around the storage ring to reduce the Coulomb interaction between electrons.

Nevertheless, the chromaticity in this storage ring must be well corrected for beam

stability [78]. In addition, since the RMS bunch length as is related to the energy

spread as by Eq. (4.52), we conclude that a high frequency RF cavity is needed

to control the electron bunch length as and the normalized longitudinal emittance

e° = jas<Js. Moreover, if we want to store the electron beam in the storage ring for

a long period of time, the RF voltage must also be high enough to obtain a sufficient

RF momentum acceptance [78]. We postpone the numerical examples to Section 5.3.

5.2.2 Space Charge Effects

In addition to quantum excitation, intrabeam scattering provides additional diffusion

in the 6-dimensional phase space of the electron beam. Intrabeam scattering is the re-

sult of multiple small-angle Coulomb collisions between particles in the beams leading

to a continuous increase of beam dimensions and to a reduction of the beam lifetime

when the particles hit the aperture [52]. For a bunched Gaussian beam with iVe num-

ber of electrons, the intrabeam scattering growth rate to the oscillation amplitude,

averaged over the whole storage ring, can be cast into the following forms [53]:

I = IAf ( ) )
ry \ \a2 a2 a2j / s

(5.33)

with

_ r2
ecNe

(5-35)
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The function / is given by

-0.577... -dx,

where

P = a\ + (1 - a\)x2, Q = a\ + (1 -

(5.36)

(5.37)

and

la'x
(5.38)

Since the intrabeam scattering growth times are complicated functions of the

phase space properties of the electron beam, in general, the equilibrium emittances

are determined by the following three coupled equations:

(5.39)
at I QE

where j = x,y,s stands for the horizontal, vertical and longitudinal direction respec-

tively. The second and the third term in Eq. (5.39) represent the rates of radiative

laser cooling and quantum excitation calculated in Section 5.2.1. Because each term

in Eq. (5.39) can become nonlinear for large oscillation amplitudes, the equilibrium

distribution of the electron beam can be very complicated and will in general have a

nearly Gaussian core with long tails [56]. Nevertheless, if we restrict ourselves to con-

sider only small oscillation amplitudes, we can then apply the above linear theories of

laser-electron interaction and intrabeam scattering to calculate the core equilibrium

emittance in order to illustrate the parameter ranges and some potential applications

in the next section.

While intrabeam scattering depends upon the 6-dimensional phase space density

parameter A defined in Eq. (5.34) and can be always counterbalanced by radiative

laser cooling at a certain phase space density, the space charge induced tune shift

must be kept small (usually less than a quarter) in order not to have beam loss [77].

Suppose that the ring is basically two half circles with two small straight sections
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for the RF cavity and the laser-electron interaction region (see Fig. 5.2). Using the

smooth approximation, we have for the maximum space charge incoherent tune shift

around the ring [55]

A ^ = -
N^;f& * , (5.40)

where Ne is the number of electrons in the bunch, R is the average radius, (3X)y and

ax>y are the average beta function and the average beam size in the x or y direction.

Suppose the dispersion exists only in the x direction (with the average value being

77), then we have

(5.41)

Because of the relatively large energy spread, the beam size in the x direction is

increased in the dispersive region of the ring; thus, the space charge incoherent tune

shift can be controlled (see the numerical examples in Section 5.3).

5.2.3 X-ray Generation

Recent progress in high peak and high average power laser development has at-

tracted a growing number of interests in generating x-rays by Compton (or Thomson)

backscattering an intense laser pulse off a high energy electron beam [74, 17]. From

Eq. (5.26), the backscattered x-ray wavelengths are given by

A = ( l + 7
2 0 2 ) - ^ . (5.42)

These x-rays are tunable, collimated within an opening angle of I /7 , and nearly

monochromatic.

However, these Compton sources are somewhat limited by the relatively low x-ray

yields. It is well known that the cross section of Compton scattering is quite small,

and is approximately given by the Thomson cross section when the energy of the

scattered photon is much less than the electron energy [35]:

aT = ^-r2
e = 6.66 x 10-29m2. (5.43)
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If we let Ne electrons encounter NL photon with a common Gaussian RMS transverse

size aw at an interaction rate / / , then the total number of scattered x-ray photons

per unit time (or the average x-ray flux) is given by [78]

N7 = ~^NeNLh (5.44)
47rcr^

Even with the state-of-art laser technology [74] and the development of photon storage

systems [17], the x-ray flux has been limited because of either low electron intensity

or low repetition rate of existing electron accelerators.

Nevertheless, in a laser-electron storage ring configuration we discussed here, the

interaction rate is naturally high due to the circulating nature and the compactness

of storage ring. More importantly, the laser-electron interaction also provides a very

fast cooling mechanism for the normalized emittances of the electrons, and can be

used to counterbalance the strong intrabeam scattering effect when a dense electron

beam is stored. Following Eq. (5.44), we can determine the x-ray flux as a function

of laser and resonator parameters. Assume that the average power of the laser is PL,

and the total mirror reflectivity of the optical resonator is Rp, so that the average

power inside the resonator can be as high as P L / ( 1 — RF)- We can use Eq. (5.10) for

the transverse beam size and the relation

then Eq. (5.44) for the total number of x-ray photons produced per unit time can be

written as

&^M- (546)

with he = 1.97 x 10~7 eVm. As we will see from the explicit example in Section 5.3.2,

the LESR provides both an intense electron beam and a high interaction rate, the

resulting x-ray flux is significantly enhanced over previous proposals [74, 17].

5.3 LESR Configurations and Applications

Two configurations will be discussed to demonstrate some LESR design considerations

for various applications. One is a transient mode device that is capable of producing
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very low emittance electron beams. The other is a steady state operation for the

generation of intense soft x-rays. Table 5.1 lists some typical parameters. In both

configurations, we assume that the two half circles of storage rings consist of identical

FODO cells, and that the Fabry-Perot resonators are made of mirrors with total

reflectivity RF = 99.99% (finesse F ~ 7r/(l - RF) ~ 3.14 x 104). To simplify

the intrabeam scattering calculations, we consider a round beam in the transverse

dimensions induced by the x — y coupling for both cases.

5.3.1 A Compact Damping Ring

In the transient mode, a high peak power (200 GW), pulsed (10 psec) laser pulse is

built up inside the resonator. Suppose that the electron beam (100 MeV) is injected

into this ring with both normalized transverse emittances initially at 1 x 10~5 m.

The laser pulse scatters off the electron bunch each round trip with little change of

intensity because of negligible laser depletion and internal loss. From Table 5.1, the

electron beam damps rapidly (within 5 damping times) to the equilibrium transverse

normalized emittances 1 x 10~7 m determined by Eq. (5.39). At the same time, very

bright, energetic x-rays are also produced. The electron beam is then extracted from

this ring. A new laser pulse can be built up, and a new electron beam can be injected

to repeat the process. The normalized transverse emittances achieved in the LESR

are much smaller than those of SLC damping ring [20], and are also well below present

RF gun technology [51]. Since the relative energy spread can be made much smaller

by adiabatic acceleration, such a low emittance beam might be suitable for x-ray free

electron lasers, linear colliders, and other advanced accelerator experiments.
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Table 5.1: Laser-Electron Storage Ring Paramters

LESR mode

Laser and resonator parameters

Wavelength [/xm]

Flash energy in the resonator

Laser pulse length [mm]

Rayleigh range [mm]

Focal transverse RMS size [/J,m]

Electron storage ring parameters

Energy [MeV]

Number of electrons

Average ring radius [m]

Horizontal/vertical tune

Energy loss per turn

Trans, damping time

Equil. energy spread

RF frequency [MHz]

RF peak voltage

RF momentum acceptance

RMS bunch length [mm]

Beta function at IP

Equil. norm. long. emit, [mm]

Equil. norm, trans, emit, [m]

Max. space charge tune shift

X-ray parameters

Wavelength

Photon energy [keV]

Photon flux [sec"1]

transient

1

2 J (initial)

3

5

20

100

1.3 x 1010

1

~ 10

25 KeV

80 /isec

1.8% a

2856

1 MV

10%

4.2

1 cm

16

1 x 10"7

0.012

6.25 pm

200

2.6 x 1020 (peak)

steady state

1

20 mJ (steady)

1

8

25

8

1.1 x 1010

0.5

- 10

l e V

80 msec

2.3% 2

1428

60 KV

23%

6.6

2 mm

2.4

6 x 10~6

0.19

1 nm

1.24

9.1 x 1014 (average)

1 Dominated by quantum excitation
2Dominated by intrabeam scattering
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5.3.2 An Intense X-ray Source

For the steady state configuration, in order to sustain the energy level of the laser

pulse in the Fabry-Perot resonator, a 200 W average power, mode-locked Nd:YAG

laser (96 MHz pulse train) is resonantly coupled to the resonator. As we can see from

Table 5.1, when the accumulated laser pulse scatters off an 8 MeV electron bunch

in the resonator, the interaction not only gives rise to soft x-rays with wavelength

around 1 nm, but also provides a cooling and stabilization mechanism to maintain

the intense compact bunch (1.1 x 1010 electrons) so that all electrons participate in

each laser pulse, collision. As a result of radiative laser cooling, an average flux of

9.1 x 1014 x-ray photons per second is generated over an opening angle ±64 mrad.

The intensity of this x-ray source is orders of magnitude higher than other schemes

based on Compton scattering [74, 17]. If the laser beam is slightly tilted with respect

to the electron beam direction at the interaction region (Fig. 5.4), one can collect the

scattered x-rays in the forward direction from 0 to -25 mrad through a thin Beryllium

window that is transparent to x-rays. From Eq. (5.42), the bandwidth of the collected

x-rays is

^ = (jAd)2 = 16%, (5.47)
A

and the wavelengths of these x-rays are between 1.2 nm and 1 nm. Thus, at a distance

1 m away from the interaction point, a field size of 25 mm in diameter can be uniformly

(< 5% variation) illuminated. The power density is estimated to be on the order of

10 mW/cm2, which is adequate for high throughput x-ray lithography [2].

Compared with synchrotron based x-ray lithography [2], the x-ray source based on

the LESR is naturally concentrated around the desired x-ray lithography wavelength

(1 nm) instead of a broad band spectrum. The necessary electron energy is about

two orders of magnitude lower than that of synchrotrons. Thus, the device can be

made extremely compact, and both the electron injector and the radiation shielding

are much easier. It is also conceivable to orient the whole system in the vertical
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e-beam

laser envelope ___-----

x-ray opening angle +64 mrad

laser beam_

T Omrad
collected x-ray angle

-25 mrad
x-ray opening angle -64 mrad

Figure 5.4: The geometry for x-ray generation.

direction so that traditional wafer production facilities could be adapted to XRL

manufacturing.

The x-ray source we propose here is completely tunable and can be extended to

cover both soft x-ray and hard x-ray ranges. We choose to use solid-state lasers in

the example because of both high peak and high average power developments. Nev-

ertheless, recent progress in terawatt picosecond CO2 laser technology [54] opens up

the possibility that the LESR could be built with a CO2 laser (available for an av-

erage power level greater than 1 KW). Having an order of magnitude longer laser

wavelength means that the accessible wavelength of the scattered photons may be

extended to softer x-rays (between 1 nm to 10 nm), and even into the extreme ultra-

violet (EUV) range (above 10 nm). On the other hand, by raising the electron energy

in the storage ring, bright and energetic x-rays with energies up to a few hundred

KeV can be generated [3]. With the flexibility in wavelength, the high-intensity x-ray

source described here may have many industrial and medical applications such as

lithography, radiography, and angiography.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

Beam physics is a very diverse field, but the underlying motivation for most research

in this field can be summarized to be the optimization of three important parameters

that globally characterizes a particle beam: energy, intensity and emittance. The

emphasis on each of these three parameters may be different depending upon the

potential applications of such a beam. However, none of them can be ignored in the

design of particle accelerators.

In this dissertation, we have attempted to address some fundamental aspects of

generating very low emittance electrons or positron beams. In chapter 4, we have

systematically examined radiation damping and quantum excitation in various ac-

celerator systems. We have showed that radiation damping in focusing systems is

fundamental different from that in conventional storage rings. In a straight, contin-

uous focusing channel, the damping rate of the transverse normalized emittance is

independent of an electron's energy, and no quantum excitation is induced during the

radiative process. In principle, this absolute damping effect leads to the existence

of a transverse ground state to which the electron inevitably decays and yields the

fundamental emittance, the Compton wavelength of the electron. In a smooth, pe-

riodic focusing channel, quantum excitation can exist because of the periodicity of

the lattice. However, the dominate effect is radiation damping due to the average

focusing field, and the equilibrium transverse normalized emittance is no more than

a few Compton wavelength. In a bent focusing system when the radiation formation

116
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length is comparable to the transverse betatron wavelength, quantum excitation is

exponentially suppressed by the focusing environment, and hence the Compton wave-

length can be arbitrarily approached for the transverse normalized emittance of the

beam.

Nevertheless, radiation damping due to the focusing field is a very slow process

except in certain extreme situations such as in crystal channels. Since quantum

excitation is suppressed in a focusing environment, any other source of excitation

must also be taken into account to determine the actual equilibrium beam emittance.

Generally speaking, there are two categories of such excitation mechanism. The first

category is thermal excitation that "heats up" the beam. In fact, we have already

studied the "quantum heating" due to the quantum nature of radiation. A true

thermal heating effect is due to blackbody radiation [47] of the lattice temperature.

Here the effect can be described by Compton (or Thomson) scattering of the electron

with the blackbody photons, which can be treated similarly to the laser-electron

interaction in Chapter 5. Other thermal-like effects including lattice imperfection,

machine errors and jitters must also be investigated in order to set tolerances for a

focusing-dominated damping ring. These effects have yet to be studied and depend

upon the details of the design considered.

Another category of excitation mechanism is intensity-related collective growth

such as space charge, intrabeam scattering, ion trapping, and wakefields. Together,

they will set a practical limit on the intensity of an ultra-low emittance electron beam

if such a focusing device were realized. A very important and challenging question

is the issue of beam crystallization [76]. When conditions are right, Coulomb force

between the particles can cause an ultra-low emittance particle beam to crystallize.

Therefore, particles within a beam are essentially screened from the interaction of each

other electromagnetically, and the intensity limitation due to space charge forces and

intrabeam scattering can virtually be removed.

One attempt to reach the intensity frontier has been illustrated in Chapter 5, where

we have proposed to use fast radiative laser cooling to counterbalance intrabeam

scattering in a relatively low energy electron storage ring. The laser-electron storage

ring (LESR) seems to be a very promising idea to generate a low emittance electron
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beam with a practically interesting intensity. In addition, the x-rays scattered by

the repetitive laser-electron interaction tend to be very intense, and very flexible in

wavelength. The compactness of such an intense x-ray source makes it attractive for

many industrial and medical applications.

Although we have studied the basic beam dynamics in a laser-electron storage

ring, the parameters of such a storage ring enter an entirely new regime, hence many

nonlinear and collective effects associated with storage rings have to be re-visited.

The LESR configuration and parameters have yet to be optimized through detailed

design simulation. Many technological problems, especially those associated with the

laser and the optical resonator, must be resolved before such a device can be realized.

In summary, we have found two new approaches to generate very low emittance

electron beams. One is the suppression of quantum excitation through focusing en-

vironment. This approach can in principle reach the fundamental beam emittance

with probably a rather limited intensity. The other is the radiative laser cooling

in a laser-electron storage ring, which provides rapid damping for a dense electron

beam. Generation of low emittance electron beams is an interesting subject in its

own right, and the two approaches discussed here may have potential applications in

linear colliders, novel accelerators or light sources.



Appendix A

Transverse Dynamics in a Storage

Ring

In this appendix, we review the linear theory of single particle transverse dynamics

in a storage ring. Detailed derivations of the equations and discussions of the particle

motion can be found in any textbook on particle accelerator physics. Here, we will

describe the basic physics and provide the necessary definitions so that one can follow

the body of this dissertation. In particular, we discuss the dispersion function and

the betatron motions using the Hamiltonian approach. All materials presented in this

appendix can be found in Ref. [57] and Ref. [46].

A.I Coordinate System

We use the Frenet-Serret curvilinear coordinate system (x,s,y) based on a closed

planar reference curve (Fig. A.I). This reference curve is taken to be the closed

trajectory of a particle with some reference momentum po in the guiding magnetic

field. p(s) is the local radius of curvature. Let s measure the arc length along the

curve from a fixed origin somewhere on the curve, x and y measures the horizontal

and vertical deviations from the reference orbit.
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Figure A.I: The Frenet-Serret curvilinear coordinate system (x, s, y).

A.2 Transverse Hamiltonian

The motion of a charged particle in an accelerator is governed by the Lorentz force

equation

dP
dt

= e(E + v xB), (A.1)

where P is the relativistic kinetic momentum and v is the velocity. Expressing the

electric and magnetic fields in terms of the vector and scalar potentials with

dA A , x
S = - V $ - ^ T ' * = Vx^> (A-2)

the Hamiltonian that governs the motion of charged particle is given by

(A.3)

where p = P + eA is the canonical momentum.

In the absence of radiation and RF acceleration fields, the motion of the particle

can be described by the following Hamiltonian:

(n — p A \2i 1/2

(Px - eAxf + (Py - eAyf (A.4)

ps = p-s(l+x/p) is the canonical momentum conjugate to s, and As = A-s(l+x/p)

is the canonical vector potential.
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We consider a storage ring mainly consists of dipoles and quadrupoles to study

the linear dynamics. The magnetic field in such a system is given by

By = -B0(s) + B!(s)x + ...,

Bx = Bl(s)y. (A.5)

The main bending field BQ (S) is chosen so that a particle at the reference momentum

p0 will bend with a local radius of curvature p(s), i. e.,

Bo = - ^ r . (A.6)

The gradient of the magnetic field Bi(s) can be scaled to obtain a focusing function

Po

The vector potential that corresponds to the magnetic field is

AX — Ay = U,

T)c\ r x 1 x v ~\
As = —-\- + (--kq)— + kq-\. (A.8)

It is convenient to change the independent variable from t to s. This can be done

by a canonical transformation which defines (— ps) as the new Hamiltonian, with

(t, —H) playing the role of the third coordinate and conjugate momentum:

H = -ps(x,px,y,py,t,-H)

Note that p = (H2/c2 — mlc2)1/2 is the total kinetic momentum of the particle, and

that we keep terms up to the order of (x/p)2 and (px,y/p)2-

Since there is no time dependence in the Hamiltonian (no longitudinal accelera-

tion), the total kinetic momentum p (or the energy H) is a constant of motion. In

most situations, p is very close to the reference momentum p$. Thus, we can replace
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p by p0 in both p2
xf2p and p^/2p because the difference will be in higher order. This

corresponds to neglecting the chromatic effect in the ring. We also neglect the vertical

y dimensional terms since its treatment is similar to and simpler than the horizontal

x dimension. After all these simplifications, our Hamiltonian is now taking the form

2 2

H{x,px, t, -H) = -p+ {po - p)-+Pokx~ + | ^ , (A.10)
P 2 2p0

where kx(s) = l/p(s)2—k(s) is periodic in s with the period equal to the circumference

of the ring. The equation of motion can be found with the Hamilton's equation

PO

p

where prime denotes differentiation with respect to s. Equation (A.ll) can be re-

garded as the definition of x\ sometimes called the angular divergence of the particle.

Combining Eq. (A.ll) and Eq. (A.12), we obtain

j (

p p p

This equation is called Hill's equation due to the periodicity of both Kx(s) and p(s).

The particle trajectory is completely determined by this equation with proper initial

conditions.

A.3 Dispersion Function

To remove the coupling term {po—p)x/p in if2j we perform a canonical transformation

using the generating function

F2(x,Pf,, t, -Hx, s) = (x- ^
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and the transformation between (x,px,t,—H) and (xp,pp,ti,—Hi) is

dF2 _
XQ — X X€j

OP/3

dF2

dF2 d(-xe) , , d(pe) d(xepe/2)

H *

x£ represents the off-momentum equilibrium orbit displacement and xp represents the

betatron motion around the equilibrium. The Hamiltonian is also transformed to

dF2
H = H +

ds

X€

= -P + {PO-P)—
p

X€ X2 p2 dx£pe X€ P

p 2 2p0 as 2 2
n . dpe Pz dxe

— + PokxXeXf3 + ~-Q~XP
 H P/3 ~ " g "

2

where p = (H2/c2 — m2
e(?)1/2 — (Hi2/c2 — m2

ec
2)1/2. By requiring the linear order

term in x@ and pp to vanish, we have

dxe __ p£

ds p 0 '

fc. (
p0 p

Let us define the fractional momentum difference 8 = (p — po)/po, and the disper-

sion function rj(s) such that xe = 5r], where rj satisfies

rj" + kxrj^-. (
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With the help of Eqs. (A. 17) and (A. 18), the Hamiltonian can be written as

+Pokx2p 2

From the transformation equations Eq. (A. 15), the horizontal displacement is the

sum of two parts: the horizontal betatron displacement Xp and the equilibrium orbit

displacement xe that is proportional to the fractional momentum (energy) change S

(the dispersion effect). Similarly, the angular divergence x' is the sum of betatron

divergence X'Q = pp/po and the equilibrium orbit divergence x'e = p£/po, i. e., we have

x = xp 4- xe = X/3 + r}5

x' = x'p + x'e = x'p + r)'5 (A.20)

A.4 Betatron Oscillation

Since we have decoupled the transverse betatron oscillation from the energy variation

by introducing the equilibrium orbit and the dispersion function, we can construct

action-angle variables (J, <j>) to describe the transverse Hamiltonian

A generating function that accomplishes this is [57]

x2 1
J/1 ( JL/Q. (Is* &) —~~ f^O ' ~~ 1 u < x l l CD ~~~ ~~" LJ~, / . 1 Xi.. &£ )

1pxyS) 2

with the Courant-Snyder amplitude function j3x{s) (beta function) satisfying the dif-

ferential equation

-fir TriP*)2 + kx/3x = 0. (A.23)
2 Apx px

The complete set of transformation equations becomes

Xp = \ COS <j),

(A.24)
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and the transformed Hamiltonian is

J

Because the new transverse Hamiltonian is independent of the angle variable </>, the

transverse action J is an invariant and is related to the old coordinates by

2n

J = —

-/3xx'0
2] (A.26)

where ax = —(3'x/2 and 7^ = (1 + a%.)/0x according to Courant-Snyder parameteri-

zation [18]. The transverse action is related to the Courant-Snyder invariant W [18]

through

o
W = — J = [yxx} + 2axx^x'f} + pxx'p

2} (A.27)
Po

The particle motion governed by Eq. (A.26) or Eq. (A.27) is called betatron motion

after it was first described in a betatron [39]. The trajectory of particle motion with

initial condition ( ^ 0 , ^ 0 ) ' f°U°ws a n ellipse described by W(xp,x'p) = WQ in the

phase space (xp,x'p) (see Fig. A.2). Although the shape and the orientation of the

ellipse changes with s all the time, the area of the phase space enclosed by the ellipse

is always equal to TTWQ. The maximum orbit displacement is xmax = \^/3xWo, and the

maximum divergence is x'max = vWoT* = y/W0(l + ax)/Px.

From Eq. (A.24), the beta function can be seen as the amplitude of the betatron

oscillation. It also determines the phase advance by

Thus, the instantaneous wavelength of this pseudo-harmonic oscillation is 27r0x(s).

It is possible to transform away the explicit s-dependence of Hx. Let us first

introduce the betatron tune as

hl% (A'29)
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area

'•max

Figure A.2: The Courant-Snyder invariant ellipse.

where LQ is the circumference of the ring or the periodicity of the lattice. A canonical

transformation that maps (</>, J) to (</>i, Ji) is

>, Ji, s) = ^ - s - I —i^
LQ JQ px{s*

<f>J
lt

(A.30)

Since

J =

dF2

dF2

1-KV fs ds*
Q I

LQ JO Px{di(ds*)'

the transformed transverse Hamiltonian now becomes

Jl

(A.31)

(A.32)

where /3 = LQ/2-KV. In these new coordinates the oscillating part of the phase advance

has been extracted leaving only the average phase advance. The transverse energy

and the transverse action are related by the average beta function.
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Index of Symbols

Symbol

&x,y

ac

P
0
(3*

Pi*

yx,y

8*
Vx,y
X

Xq

AE

5

SO
«P()

5J

e

Description

Horizontal/vertical Twiss parameter a

Momentum compaction factor

Velocity divided by c

Velocity vector divided by c

Average velocity divided by c

Velocity vector at t\ and £2

Average beta function

Horizontal/vertical beta function

Horizontal/vertical beta at IP

Ratio of radiation frequency to the critical frequency

Quantum correspondence to x

Energy difference or loss

Fractional energy or momentum difference

Dirac delta function

Periodic delta function

Kronecker delta function

Change of J after a photon emission

Arbitrarily small positive quantity

Page defined

125

50

8

15

30

25

53

1

106

28

42

54

54

16

87

77

46

35

127
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Symbol Description Page defined

V

r6
rc

7

It

K

A

Ao

Ac

A ,

A*o

v

V.x,y

U)

00,,

Free space permittivity

RMS emittance

Normalized RMS emittance

Horizontal/vertical emittance

Horizontal/vertical normalized emittance

Dispersion function

Momentum compaction

Damping constant for bending fields

Damping constant for focusing fields

Damping constant for laser fields

Ratio of kinetic energy to rest energy

Ratio of transition energy to rest energy

Horizontal/vertical Twiss parameter j

FODO parameter

X-ray wavelength

Oscillation wavelength

Laser wavelength

RF wavelength

Reduced oscillation wavelength

Compton wavelength of the electron

Reduced undulator oscillation wavelength

Reduced transverse oscillation wavelength

Space-time index

Betatron phase advance per FODO cell

Free space permeability

Index for Bessel functions

Horizontal/vertical betatron tune

Radiation frequency

Synchrotron radiation critical frequency

Undulator oscillation frequency

16

10

10

1

8

123

54

45

64

104

8

97

125

16

110

23

99

56

34

51

34

34

16

79

18

27

89

23

22

30
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Symbol Description Page defined

n

p

Pu

Po

0V.

G

Undulator or channeling fundamental frequency 31

Forward dipole frequency 23

Transverse oscillation frequency 32

Scalar Potential 16

General angle variable

Angle between n to the horizontal plane 26

Transition probability 38

Electron's wavefunction 37

Stationary wavefunction 37

Radius of curvature, bending radius 21

Peak bending radius in the undulator 105

Isomagnetic bending radius 50

Average bending radius 34

Horizontal/vertical beam size 1

Average horizontal/vertical beam size 110

Horizontal/vertical beam divergence 1

RMS energy spread 55

RMS bunch length 56

RMS laser pulse length 103

RMS laser transverse size 103

RMS laser transverse size at the waist 103

Thomson cross section 110

Ratio of radiation formation length to /3X)J, 91

Dimensionless time variable

Angle between n and (3 or z 18

Heavyside step function 35

Angle between n and s or z 19

Deflection angle in the undulator 30

Electron angle with the z direction 99

Pitch angle in the channel 31

x,y

r
e
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Symbol
d

T

V

£
A

A

As

As

A,
B

B

BQ

Bx

Bu

C7

c

V

E

E

e

E,

Eo

EL

Ex

Ez

So

f
/()
/(ai,a2,a3)

G

Description
Angle between n and the horizontal plane

Strong field parameter

Ratio of photon energy to electron's kinetic energy

Argument in Eq. (3.64)

Vector potential

Phase space density parameter

Canonical vector potential conjugate to s

Peak energy spread

4-Potential

Magnetic field vector

Magnetic field strength

Main bending field

Gradient of the magnetic field

Undulator peak field

Sands' radiation constant

Speed of light in vacuum

Damping partition constant

Electric field vector

Electron energy

Electron charge

Radiated energy

Initial energy or synchronous energy

Laser flash energy

Transverse energy

Longitudinal energy

Electric field amplitude

Quadrupole focal length

Distribution function

Intrabeam scattering function

Green's function

Page defined
26

36

42

27

16

108

120

54

16

16

45

121

121

30

21

21

49

16

19

23

45

104

58

31

99

79

5

109

85
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Symbol
H

U

h

h

I

h
i

J

Jx,y

Ox,y,s

Ku

Kx,y

k

k

k">q

l^x,y

kL

L

Lc

i'mc

u
I
m

me

mp

N

n
n

Ne

NL

Description
Hamiltonian

fi function for quantum excitation

RF harmonic number

Planck constant

Laser intensity

Laser peak intensity

General index

Invariant action

Horizontal/vertical action

Damping partition numbers

Undulator parameter

Horizontal/vertical Focusing strength

Radiated photon momentum magnitude

Radiated photon momentum vector

Focusing function

Horizontal/vertical focusing function

Laser photon momentum magnitude

Magnet length

Channel length

Multiple Coulomb scattering length scale

Lattice periodicity

General index

General index

Electron mass

Particle mass

Number of particles

Radiation direction

General index

Number of electrons

Number of laser photons

Page defined
4

50

54

13

100

103

9

125

55

31

31

84

37

121

122

99

79

58

70

125

18

8

4

16

108

111
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Symbol Description Page defined

rid Minimum turns to damping one e-folding 104

nXiV Horizontal/vertical quantum level 58

n 7 Differential photon rate 46

n 7 Differential photon number 106

Nry Total x-ray photon flux 111

P 7 Radiated Power 18

P Kinetic momentum vector 120

p Canonical momentum vector

Px,y,z Momentum in the x, y or z direction

ps Canonical momentum conjugate to s 120

p± Perpendicular component momentum 19

P|l Parallel component of the momentum 19

q Canonical coordinate vector

R average radius of a storage ring 45

Rp Total reflectivity in an optical resonator 111

r Position vector 15

re Classical electron radius 18

S Poynting Vector 18

s Longitudinal coordinates in a curved system 119

To Revolution or oscillation period 45

t General time variable

t0 Relative time in radiation integrals 25

Uo Energy radiated per turn 45

v Velocity vector 120

W Courant-Snyder invariant 125

Wo Courant-Snyder invariant of the envelope ellipse 125

W/i Total transition rate 85

dWfi Differential transition rate 39

x Horizontal coordinate 119

y Vertical coordinate 119
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Symbol

z

Zo

ZR

Description

Longitudinal coordinate in a straight system

Free space impedance

Rayleigh range

Page defined

30

100

103
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